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WILSON HAS PEOPLE AT HEART BRIBERY

NURPHEY, LEVY AND FRAWLEY ALLEGED HEADS

UTS

ARRIVAL OF MEN

COMMISSIONER

Judge Lynn J. Arnold Announces that Evidence is in His Hands
Sufficient to Substantiate Charges of Fiendish Plot to Ruin New
York Executive and Force Him from Gubernatorial Chair.
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Testimony in Plenty will be Forthcoming Says Owner
bocker Press who Declares Ten Men Came to Office Saturday
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Saturday afternon of this week will INTENDS TO MAKE ALL KNOWN
Afternoon Bearing Witness of Damnable Conspiracy Against
Washington, Aug. 25. Slavery In SECRET SERVICE MAN ON JOB
Roose mark a date
Aug. 25. Colonel
Chicago,
long to be remembered
Hands
in
now
Proofs
to
the full meaning of the word exists
Testify;
Governor, All of Them Willing
velt, burned almost as red as the by all the kids in Las Vegas and East
More throughout the Philippines, even in DOMINION OFFICIAL TO KEEP IN desert Indians among whom he had
of District Attorneys of New York and Albany Counties:
Las Vegas. On that date every young- RESUME COUCHED IN KINDLIEST
the city of Manilla, and peonage U
IN been sojourning, arrived here today. ster under 14 years of age is invited
OF TERMS BUT NOTHING WILL,
ALL
WITH
CHANGES
TOUCH
of It is Coming is His Assertion; Sensational Disclosures-Promin
to
a
the islands, according
general
He spent less than two hours in the to attend a special matinee at the
BE HIDDEN FROM FOREIGN GOV
UNTIL
AFFAIR
ASPECT
Dean.
OF
Commissioner
ised as Soon as Authorities Determine Upon Course to Take.
report
special
city before taking the Pennsylvania Photoplay theater, the theater manWorcester has made to the insular
ERNMENTS OR
TO CONC'.US'ON.
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A. P. Leased Wire)
rBvy nntic
New York, Aug. 25 Judge Arnold,
ENTRIES AT CAMP PERRY
who is publisher of the Knickerbocker
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Press of Albany, said today:
.Cimp Perry, O., Aug. 25 Seven
.entries took
"My newspaper has been friendly hundred and ninety-onto Sulzer in this fight because we the range today at the opening of the

thought he was not getting a square national individual mateu. The match

deal. Because of his friendliness many opened on the skirmish run, this to
persons have written to us and called be followed by the 200 yard surprise
at our office to tell us what they fire, the 600 yard slow fire and the
knew of a plot, on the part of a cer- 1,000 yard slow fire.
Lieutenant B. Stryker ot the United
tain man whom I cannot name now,
to disgrace Sulzer and put him out States infantry, Kansas, made the

of the governor's chair.
"This evidence has been placed before competent lawyers and they believe with me that it is sufficinet to
warrant indictments in connection
As
with impeachment . proceedings.
an instance of the number of men
who are ready to testify, I will Bay
that ten men came to our office Saturday afternoon with evidence relating to this plot. We believe that it
is amply strong to warrant, the Indictment of Murphy, Levy and Fraw-leand others. I cannot say how
many others now, nor" can, I tgll the
y
nature of the charges.
to
show, however, that
"They go
there was a conspiracy and a plot
against Sulzer. More than that they
tend to prove a fiendish crime far
greater than tha' I cannot say now,
In the present unsettled state of affairs, what this crime is. Sufficient
to say that it was fiendish, nothing
short of it.
.
"This evidence, in part, is already
'in the hands of District Attorney
Whitman and the district attorney
of Albany county. They are considering it. What they thtnK of it I am
not at liberty to say. They will have
y

more of

it

soon.

The indictment of Charles P. Murphy, leader of Tammany hall, Aaron
J. Levy, leader of the democratic ma
jority in the assembly, and James
Frawley, chairman of the commifl.ie
which investigated Governor Sulzer's
campaign contribution, has been requested of the district attorneys of
New York and Albany counties by
Lynn J. .Arnold of Albany, an ardent
Sulzer supporter. ., The indictment of
the three leaders is asked on statements of many persons presented by
Judge Arnold to the district attorneys,
regerding an alleged conspiracy to put
Sulzer out of the governor's chair, in
so announcing Judge Arnold repeated
his declaration that money had been
freely used to accomplish this result
GATHER

opening rehighest score, 95,
lay. Lieutenant G. M. Walling, also
of Kansas, was next with a score of
92. Final results will not be known
until late this evening. The opening
of the 300 meter range this afternoon
allowed the Peruvian and Argentine
teams to get into line for practice.
Revolver shooting practice was also
held.

FIGHT FOR CHILD
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Grand Junction, Colo., Aug. 25. F.
P. Parks took the stand today in the
opening session of the suit brought
hy Pauline Broxholm of London to
secure from Mr. and, Mrs. Parks possession of Marian Ethel Pearse whom
Mrs. Broxholm claims as her own
daughter. She was the adopted daugh
ter of Mrs. Auther L. Pearse who died
In Colorado.
Before her death Mrs.
Pearse gave the child to Mrs. Parks.

Parks today testified that he was
worth $30,000 and that he could give
the child a good education.
j

REBEL POSITIONS SHELLED
(By Optic A, P. Leased Wire)
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 25. Gunboats In

Guaymas harbor shelled the rebel positions today, according to meager re.
ports received here. Wire service was
Interrupted.
A. C. McDonald, a former British,
soldier, arrived today bringing photographs of damaged American property
which will accompany a statement to
be made to the authorities at

LANE AT COLORADO SPRINGS
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 25.
Franklin K. Lane, secretary of the Interior, who arrived here today to attend the conference of the house of
governors, will make an Inspection of
the Pike's Peak wateT shed on Wednesday. Secretary Lane will make a
careful study of the needs of the
city In the proposed extension of its

SOVEREIGNS
GERMAN
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
water system.
Kelheim, Aug. 25. All tne German

sovereigns, including

Emperor

'

Wil-

liam and the heads of city republics
of Hamburg, Bremen" and Lubeck,

SliSANO

have assembled here 'as the guests
of the Prince Regent oi Bavaria to
commemorate in the great Hall of
Liberation the defeat oi Napoleon in

ORTIZ

NAMED

POSTMASTER FOR
LAS

1813.

VEGAS

Besides the rulers, this little town
of only 4,000 Inhabitants is entertaining 70,000 visitors who have traveled

LOCAL MAN SELECTED BY PRESIDENT WILSON TO HANDLE OFhere over the single track railroad or
FICE ACROSS RIVER; OTHER OFin automobiles from all parts of
FICIALS ALSO NAMED.

GASOLINE CLAIMS ANOTHER
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Denver, Aug. 25. Mrs. Ella Stokes,
03, was probably fatally burned toMrs..
by an explosion or, gasoline.
Stokes was using the explosive in an
attempt to exterminate bedbugs.

(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
25. President
Washington, Aug.
Wilson today nominated Susano Ortiz
to be postmaster at Las Vegas, N. M.
Other postmasters were nominated
as follows: T. W. House, Houston,
Tex., John Dunlop, Houston Heights,
Tex.

government. H bus not been received by the war department but copies
are in the hands of other officials.
Filipinos in parts of tho ialands com
monly capture children and sell them
into slavery for profit. Some are sent
to China, where they are dressed in
the native fashion. Some children
have been enticed from their homes
by slave agents on promise of scholarships in schools and tome of those,
in an instance which Mr. Worcester
reports in detail, were sold, and others
farmed out for money. He cities the
case of a
girl bought for
some pigs and a cloak. The supreme
court of the islands released the slave
trader on the ground that no crime
had been committed as no physical
force had been used. This one case,
Mr. Worcester says, has blocked other
slavery prosecutions. The Philippine
assembly has blocked laws for xthe
suppression of the, traffic,, he says,
because many of the members come
from provinces where slavery flourishes.
,
Whatever is done by the United
States with respect to the Philippine
Islands is to be urged by the best interests of the people of the achipelego
and not by what might he construed
as selfish purposes of the American
government.
That is the view President Wilson
and Francis Burton Harrison newly
appointed governor general, take of
the'uestlon of Philippine, independence, according to information today
at the White House.
The president believes the United
States In the profundest sense is the
trustee of the Philippines and to carry out its trusteeship wisely Is the
keynote policy of his administration.
It was indicated at the White House
that while no proposal for immediate
independence was being considered, a
policy of active preparation for grant,
ing the independence with a few
years will be pursued by the United
States.

ppQURHT

Cyslei i.ay. ne was nazi
at the Santa Fe station by Thomas D.
Knight, president of the Chicago Proy'ressive club and 'a delegation of
members and later attended a standing lunch conducted on a help yourself basis at the club.
On the way to this function in an
automobile the colonel was recognized
by many persons and waved his wide
brimmed Panama hat in response to
greetings.
He said that he had enjoyed his
vacation and had profited by his studies of Indian character and customs.
At the club rooms the colonel was
greeted by several suffragettes headIn
ed by Mrs. Grace Wildur Trout.
the course of his talk with Mrs.
Trout, who told him she was the
mother of four sons, he said that he
knew of no man who was so much
entitled to a vote as the mother of
sens and- daughters. . .....
As the luncheon was informal the
colonel wore the same gray suit and
soft shirt that he wore on the train.
and
He paused at a book store
bought some books, choosing one
about prize fighters, an Indian story
and a third on big game.
In speaking of his outing in Arizona Colonel Roosevelt said he spent
the first fortnight hunting and tnat
the party killed three mountain lions.
He said he Bhot one and his two sons
.killer the other.s He said the only
fresh meat the party had on the hunting trip was the mountain lions and
that the meat was delicious. He spent
two weeks among the native Navajos
and visited the great natural bridge
which spans the Grand Canyon, which
he described as a "triumphal area
He concluded his visit
of nature."
by attending the snake dance of the
priests of the Hopl Indians, which he
said was extremely interesting.
Colonel Roosevelt declined to discuss the Mexican situation, saying he
was not familiar with present conditions.
He made a few minutes' speech at
the Progressive club, in which he addressed the guests as "Friends, ladies
and gentlemen, voters all." In referring to the talk of merging the republican and progressive parties he
asserted that the only possibility of
such a plan would be for the republi
cans to adopt every principle of the
progressives Including the judicial
i.ei;Ul

;
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(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Sherbrooke, Aug. 25. Neither Wil--

ioi-

liam Travers Jerome, for the state of
New. York, nor Rogor O'Mara for tre
Thaw family, had reached Sherbrooke
this, afternon and counsel for both
sides marked- time by holding further
conferences. Tho general understanding still prevailing was that Thaw
would be arraigned Wednesday morning on the committment under whlci
he has been held a fugitive from the
Matteawan hospital, turned ovjr to
the immigration authorities and ultimately returne dto Vermont.
Thaw had a rpw with the jail authorities today because his breakfast
from a hotel arrived late. It was
the worst show i temper since his
detention here. J Parkinson of Mont- real, connected vfth the Dominion
secret serv'ce, fclfd Sbfirbr.ooke today to keep in touch with the case
Stories of Thaw money corrupting
courts, judges and immigration officialsall of them baseless so far at
any one can learn were being discussed In the hotel corridors and on
the streets at noon.
Stone of Pennsylvania characterized
all such rumors as "absurd."
"The law will be allowed to take Its
course in this case;" he said. "Ail
we' ask for Is simple justice."
W. K. McKeown, of the Thaw legal contingent, explained this afternoon one of the reasons why they
had not yet announced a definite plan
"We are waiting for the
of action.
other side to show its hand," he remarked. "It has never been made
clear to us just exactly what the attitude of Canadian authorities is In
regard to Thaw."
Leaders Still Absent
A week' and a day since Harry K.
Thaw's sensational escape from Matteawan today found Thaw still confined in the Sherbrooke jail and the
two men who are to lead the fiercest
fighting for and against his return
are not on the scene. They are WilSTARTS SECOND FLIGHT
liam Travers Jerome, former district
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
attorney of New York, and Roger
Southampton, England, Aug. 25.
Q'Mera, a Pittsburgh detective who
Harry G. Hawker, the English avitor, .for the greater part of his life has
started at 5:30 this morning on his been retained1 by the Thaw family to
second attempt to fly around the Eng- help Harry K. Thaw, in his troubles.
e
lish and Scottish coasts The 1,600-mii- While O'Mera Is not a lawyer, the
72 hours, will
in
made
if
flight,
Canadian counsel employed for Thaw
bring him a prize of $25,000.
look to the detective officially to rep'
resent the family In proceedings that plan.
Colonel
In
Roosehis
brief
Made
speech
Two Stagea
are to come. The first of these is
velt
said:
25.
leit
Hawker
suYarmouth, Aug.
to be Thow's arraignment In the
"There "would be no woman suffrage
Ramsgate on the second stage of his perior court here on a writ of habeas
In
arrived
clock
Illinois today If it had not been
o
and
9:11
at
journey
corpus on WeJnesday next.
for the work by the progressive party
at Yarmouth at 10:40. After a rest
last year. Never in the history of
for lunch, which he took in a motor
Jerome Follows Thaw's Route
11:40
at
Yarmouth
the country has a political party acleft
Hawker
boat,
Colehrook, N. H., Aug. 25. William
Scarf rough, a fashioiia.ble ,east coast Travers Jerome, special deputy attor- complished what the progressive parhas In its brief history.
watering place.
ney general for New York state in ty
"In
on
regard to woman suffrage, I alarrived
here
today
the Thaw case,
his way to Sherbrooke, Quebec. Mr. ways had insisted that woman's duty
TWO KILLED IN nOTQ
Jerome is driving his own automobile as a voter would not interfere with
P.
A.
WireX
Leased
(By Optic
and is following so far as possible her domestic duties any more than it
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Aug. 25.
the exact route taken by Thaw in his does with a man's business. There
are some fool men who neglect their
Fred Robertson of this city, a chauf- flight from Matteawan.
business for politics and I suppose
feur, was killed and W. B. Sensabaugh
there will be feminine fools of
in
ROYALISTS
prabably
WED
Chicago,
a negro living
INDIAN
A P. Leased Wire)
same kind to match tha men. The
the
was fatally injured last night when
c
Op-i(By
their automobile left the road and
London, Aug. 25. Two of the most average woman's and man's first duty
struck the wall of the hydraulic canal powerful native ruling families of Is to their home. Politics comes sechere. The machine turned a somer- British India were united la marriage ond.
sault over the wall and went Into the today when the Princess lidira, only
"There has been a great deal of
canal, which is- 22 feet deep. Sen?a-baug- h daughter of the reigning Mahrajah, talk about political parties getting
landed clear and was; rescued. Gaekwar of Boroda, was married to together. They can get together any
Robertson's body is believed to be Prince Jitendra, son of the Maharajah time they wish by joining us. But
after a romantic courtr
pinned in the car at the bottom of of
the canal.
(Continued on Page Four)
ship.
j
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agement and the Optic actiug jointly
as hosts.
There is only one condition that
the kid be a clean one.
Every youngster is invited to turn
out and attend this big event. All kids
who desire to attend can obtain tickets at the office of the Las Vega 3
Daily Opiic on Saturday from 11:3a to
1:30. Positively no tickets will be
given to any kid before that hour
and none will be given out after unless the kid is In line at that time.
The show will start promptly at 2
o'clock, and will continue until every
kid has seen it. There will be ample
opportunity for all kids to see the
entire program so' none need worry
about being too late to do so. Shows
will continue all afternoon, until every youngster that holds a ticket from
the Optic has had a chance to attend
the performance and see all there is
to be seen.
A special program has been arrang
ed for the youngsters and the films
shown will be a sort to particularly
appeal to them. There will be nothing shown of the morbid melodramatic type and parents' may feel per
fectly safe in allowing their young
sters to attend.
No grown-upwill be admitted un
der any consideration. This Is a matinee for the kids and they are going
io have the b'.g Photo.nay theater all
to themselves to enjoy it.. No moi.-ewill be accepted at the
in
will be closed, for
fact, the
that day. Managers Duncan and
Browne feeling that they can well afford to set aside the afternoon and
lose their regular Saturday
matinee
for the sake of giving the kids a good
-

s

box-ofHc-

box-offic- e

time.
The best of care will be taken of

the youngsters while

attending

the

show.

No one need have any fear
that their children will be neglected.
Let all the youngsters attend and have

a

good time at the expense of the
Optic and the theater management.
Remember, Clean kids only; tickets
at the Optic office Saturday at 11:30;
nobody over 14 to attend.
So come arounds, boys and girls,

and get your tickets to attend the
for the kiddies.
big show really-trulThis Is your day, make the most of
it, and if you fail to have the best
time you ever had, it will not be the
fault of the paper or the theater people, because they are going to "do
themselves proud" to give you a cood
time.
y

TWELVE SHAFTS AT WORK
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Calumet, Mich:, Aug. 25. Partial

mining operations were started at the
Isle Royale mine, a subsidiary of the
Calumet and Hecla, rn 3o. 2 shaft today. Mining is now under way in 12
shafts in the copper mines strike district and in C6 preparations are being
for additional work. Tho Calumet and
Hecla plans to start No. 13 shaft this
week, making nine in operation at
this property. The strikers claim,
however, that mining under way is
unimportant and deny that the hack-- j
bone ot the strike is brokpn.' They
declare the union ranks r.re firm.
Considerable firing outside the
guard lines was reported last night,
but no one was hurt. Strikers and
women annoyed deputies at No. 15
shaft of the Calumet and Hecla this
morning aud a military g.ia.tf was
called to disperse them.

PUBLIC,

(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Washington, Aug. 25. President
Wilson made it plain today that up.
less there was a change In the attitude of the Huerta government within,
the next 24 hours he would carry out
his intention to personally read to
congress tomorrow a message outlining the policy of the United States toward Mexico.
He will discuss the
message tonight at the White House
with the entire senate foreign rela
tions committee and1 the house foreign
affairs committee.
The massage Is couched in very-kinterms, because the president
feels hat the world generally ought
to recognize that the situation in
Mexico Is abnormal, being controlled
by a small group of men, That circumstance, the president
believes,
ought not to obscure the real feeling
of the United States toward. Mexicans.
which is one of generous friendship.
That foreign powers generally are
exercising their good offices in Mexico City, pressing Huerta to yield to
the American proposals, now is openly admitted by administration officials. When questioned today whether
such participation by European governments in the policies cf the western hemisphere was considered an infringement oil the Monroe doctrine it
was pointed out by administration officials that the United States did not
construe an act of friendship as impairing, at any time, the Monroe doc'
trine.
It was pointed out also that the activities of foreign governments vast
not due to any request by the United
States for assistance, but that this,
government had decided on a policy
of keeping the nations of the world
generally informed of the steps being;
taken to bring about peace.
Bandits Capture Madera
Consul Letcher, reporting from Chi
huahua today that 75 Americans ar
riving there from Madera, told of the
capture of that town from Pancho
Villa by independent guerillas, who
are now seeking imlon with tho fed
eral forces. The bandits are said to
have been under command cf Rojas
in the Orozco rebellion nd to hate
remained under arms ever since.
Consul Canada reported from Vera
that 30 marauders, led by a
woman, have robbed the Mexican
plantation Canton Cordebo.
d

D-U-

Envoy Not to Be Received
Paris, Aug, 25. The French foreign office .cabled instructions to ther
French minister in Mexico on Friday-las- t
to support the policy of the United States toward Mexico by making
to Provisifriendly representations
onal! President Huerta.
The French government declares itself convinced by its advices from
Washington of the sincerity of the
pacific intentions of the United States
government toward the Mexican people.

rumor eminating from apparently-wel- l
informed circles includes that
President Raymond roinearo w
not receive Francisco da la Ham, re
cently appointed minister: to Frano
but inquiries at (lie ff,rpis;n oficn
brought out the atitlioHtyiivw r'
firmation that thei. i. ' -would not raise the elli'Iit.-j!- in the way of the
ion r,f A

Frr-nc-

a
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'get others, but avoid quarreling
ESTABLISHED

with
Thaw will not Btarve, anyway, so
them.
Thaw seems not only unable long as his credit affords him cigars,
to get along with them but to be ex candy, fruit and other luxuries which
periencing difficulty In obtaining oth the working man must needs deny

18?9.

ers.
Thaw's escape was a piece of bril'
CO.
PUBLISHING
THE OPTIC
liant nerve and daring. It rather made
(Incorporated.)
us respect him for his audacity. But
weak-kneehis
stand
EDITOR at Sherbrooke caps the climax.
M. M. PADGETT
After that we are ready to believe
him as insane as anybody need desire.
Also, we fail to see why he should
have been arrested In Canada at all.
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HUHKTA
There is a rule In great esteem
among military scientists. It is that
a plan, once formed, should be carried
through to success or failure. The
theory is that a formal plan Is better
than one which can be readily changed, or, in effect, no plan at all.
Mr. Huerta seems to have started
operations on the theory that the
United States could be bluffed into
recognizing him. He has since evl
denced symptoms of reconsidering
that decision and changing his plans
further.
Such vacillation brands him all the
mora unmistakably as unfit to rule,
His mistake In the first place did
this effectively, but his change
The time
front is
is too late for him to reap the benefits personally which would have ac
crued to him for falling in with the
demands of this country. However,
it is not too late for his country to
be helped by that act.
Despite Huerta's changed attitude.
his vaccilation, let us hope that he
will accede to the demands of this
country and save endless trouble as
well as obtain for Mexico the boon
of recognition and rehabilitated cred
it, which she sorely needs.
Then Mr. Huerta can be consigned
to the place most fit for him, prob
ably the politcal shelf.

himself.

STATE

RIFLEMEN

FIRST SHOWING

IAKE SPLENDID

Mayor Gaynor will eater the New
York mayoralty lists, ir there are
any more gunman scandals we would
hate to hang our fate on his chance
of election.
o

If Pittsburgh and Philadelphia had
used any more pitchers and catchers
in their game Saturday, the summary
of batteries would have read like a
National league roster.
o
One thing is certain, there are some
citizens in this state who will, when
they are dying, respond to a whisper
of "good roads" sooner than they will
to the physician's strychnine hypo
dermic.

S1I0 U

FALL

lllll

The first shipment of Fall Shoes has arrived and is now
ready for your
find
all the newer lasts and style models in all
inspeclion you'll
popular leathers all sizes and widths jiving you an excellent
variety from
which to choose. Come in and see them.

INDIVIDUAL
MARKSMEN
DOING
WELL AND TEAM LIKELY
TO
STAND NEAR HEAD OF CLASS C.
DESPITE RIVALS' IMPROVEMENT

Santa Fe, Aug. 25. Although detail
ed reports have not been received
from the national rifle tournament at
Camp Perry,, Ohio, the meager news
received here indicates that the New
Mexico team is giving a good account
of itself. To date according to tele
grams reecived, members of the New
Mexico team have been in the money
And there are some who will not
in five instances. When it is taken
respond1 to either strychnine or "good
Into consideration that the army and
roads" cries. They ought to be in
and the militia of every state
navy
cemeteries. If they fail to wake up
have teams on the ground, and that
to
is
come
somebody
likely
along and riflemen of
other nations are also
put 'em there.
competing, the shooting is not such
o
a bad one.
in a telegram received yesterday
from Judge E. C. Abbott, who is the
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The only new detail In this conIs a clause on the new tariff
which provides that where already
established rates are lower than the
ones In the new schedule, the lowest
rates apply.
Holloway Trial
The trial of W. S. 'Holloway, growing out of the failure of the Tularosa
bank more than a year ago, will be
begun at Las Cruces Monday.
Appointed as Delegate
William G. Johnson, of Roy, N. M
has been appointed by Governor Mc
Donald as a delegate to the international dry farming congress at Tuisa,
Okla., commencing October 22.
Requisition Papers
A. C. Reeither of Pprtales, is under
arrest at Wiuterset, la., and Sheriff
George Deen of Roosevelt county
leaves today to Jbring Reeither back
here for trial. Requisition papers were
signed by Governor McDonald today
and were mailed to Sheriff Deeu at
Winterset. Reeither Is charged with
burning his home to collect the Insurance on it.
Application for Mining Claim Filed
H, S. Kaune has made applleaiic-to the local land office for a patent
to the Elisa mining claim, survey No.
1,502 In the Cerlllos mining district,
adjoining on the south the Castillan
claim of the American Torqulse
25.

SURVEY nection

IIYDROGRAPIIIG
BEGUN BY

STATE

ENGINEER
COLFAX COUNTY STREAM WILL
BE STUDIED, AS WILL ALSO
SANTA FE RIVER FROM CAPI- TAL TO HEADWATERS.
(Special Correspondence of Optic)
Santa Fe, Aug. 25. State Engineer

RIGHT TO BE PRESENT

HAD

AUGUST

OLD HAUNTED WATCH TOWER

Critic of Proposed Tariff Clause Telia Tragic but Internetting History of On
of Spain's Old Forts at San
Rather Good Story to IllusJuan, Porto Rico.
trate a Point.
A. L. Hamilton, the leading millinery expert of America, complained in
New York about the tariff clause prohibiting the importation for millinery
uses, of all wild bird feathery save
the ostrich's.
Mr. Hamilton pointed out that many
game birds are killed for sport and
food, and that many other birds are
killed because they are pests, "and he
asked why the Audubon
societies
would have the feathers of all these
birds wasted.
"I represent the birds, Mr. Hamilton," said an Audubon devotee. "I
speak for the birds. Whom do you
represent,' and what right have you to
speak?"
"I represent the millinery trade,"
Mr. Hamilton answered. "I speak for
thousands who will be thrown out of
work if this foolish clause goes into
effect. As to my right to speak well,
I think I'm rather in the position of
the department store proprietor.
"A department store proprietor inaugurated In the basement a
luncheon for his workers.
He thought one day he'd try the
luncheon himself, and accordingly he
hopped up on to a peg and called for
the soup. But the waiter, not knowing him, said:
"'Oh, no, mister! You ain't In on
this. You don't belong to this store.'
" 'I'm quite aware of that,' the proprietor answered, 'the store belongs
to me."'

San Juan, P. R. Unless the insular
government can be moved to act, and
act quick, the famous "haunted"
watch tower of San Juan, Porto Rico,
which for half a century has fairly
reeked with mystery, will disappear
beneath the waves which have undermined its foundations.
This melancholy relic of the vanished glory of
Spain's empire In the west now hangs
precariously over the boiling tide rip.
which has gnawed ceaselessly for 300
years. Originally a part of the outer
defenses of the great fort of San Cristobal, which was built by the Spanish

25,

1913.

THREE

CLING TO THEIR

OWN

WAYS

Many Reasons Why It Has Been Hard
to Advance Civilization In the
Congo Free State.

Hre is an instance of how slavery
s carried on In the Congo: We had
in our school a boy named Chiwahe.
One day messengers arrived with the
news that Chiwahe's father was dead,
another man wounded, and that his
mother and her children had been
taken slaves. In the course of the
next few days we got the details. A
named Samalonga had owed
f.
a slave for some years to another
At last, being wearied of constant dinning, and poesibly fearing an
attack, he had made a night raid on
this small village, killed one man,
wounded another badly, and had
seized all the women and children and
everything of value In the village, and
marched off. In telling the story the
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sub-chi-

(Special Correspondence of Optic)
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Maxwell, N. M., Aug. 25. Plans forj Berlin, Aug. 23. Emperor William
French has authorized hydrographic
fumpkm Pie Da-- , the annual feast is reported to have joined the ranks
hald at Mexwell, are being perfected, of
It is known that dursurveys to be made on the Chico
Rico river in Colfax county and
and all indications point to a bigger ing his recent northern cruise the em
on the 'Santa Fe river from a
and better celebration than ever be- peror abandoned the use of all alcofore. Three thousand delicious pump- holic beverages and it is understood
point ten miles west of the city
of Santa , Fe to the headwaters of
kin pies will be baked, and a dozen that he permanently has foresworn
the river. Engineer S. S. Carroll will
barrel
of sweet cider fresh from the even the fatherland's
famous beer
natives repeated asserted that Samai
be in charge of both of these surlonga had had no previous trouble orchards will be served free to all and its choicest wines.
veys and will start work immediately
with Chiwahe's
As a substitute he has taken to
father, and they who come.
In the Santa Fe river especially this
laughed heartily as if it were rather a
Aside from the pie feast, there will lemonade with a dash of orange juice.
joke on the dead man that he be other attractions. An interesting
report is badly needed to straighten
In imperial circles it has long been
' good
had been thus involved.
out a very complicated and complex
of sports has been arranged, known that Emperor
William was
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said
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proudly.
And,
thers,"
water
underflow and the underground
rally, he resented the interference of larger scale this year than ew be was one of the greatest factors in resupply and any other data which may company.
a European government. Christian rore attempted:. Bumper crops are tarding the development of nations
be of value In the water situation
Herald.
the rule In this section this year, and that while he was swearing in
here. Following this, the report will
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mind
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that
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be taken into court and "made the
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Russian Claims He Has Method Which
be held the same day, September 25 health were drunk in water. The em
Is Far Superior to Those at
CANADIAN DRUGGISTS. MEET
Chapter 4D of the laws of 1907.
A Front Row merchant in Memphis, The day will begin with a decorated peror has not forced his, opinion upon
Present in Use.
Sales of State Land
Toronto, Ont, Aug. 25. RepresenHaunted Watch Tower of San Juan.
Tenn., who sells cotton on commis- automobile parade at 9 a. m., and his friends, however, and his own
The state land commissioner an- tatives of the retail drug trade
The preservation of fish is not a sub- conquistadores to guard Sau Juan sion, also carries a general assortment from then until the close of the big stand has received little
nounces the following land saes on throughout Canada have assembled In
publicity, perlikely to be of intense interest to from land attack, the "haunted" sen- of such goods as his country custom- ball at night, there will be something haps for the same reason that the
the following dates, to the highest Toronto for the annual conventipn of ject
the average men, and let it is one ot try box is regarded as one of the ers require. This merchant is so
bidder, the minimum price at which the Dominion Druggists'' association. considerable practical importance to
that a customer cannot tell doing every second. Maxwell Is mak- minister of education of a south Ger"sights" of the Porto Rican capital. cross-eyethe land may be sold, being $5 a? Two leading question to be taken up him. Few foodstuffs are so prone to The story of this
ing a reputation for hospitality, and man state once opposed the establishis
he
where
looking.
mabit
of
crumbling
acre: On November 17, at the court by the convention are the standardi- rapid decay, and few are more dan- sonry runs to the .effect that within
A negro from a cotton plantation a royal welcome will be extended to ment of a Good Templar lodge on the
house In Clayton, Union county, 80 zation of the preliminary education for gerous when In that condition, Pic- the last 100 years six men have en- came to bring some cotton to sell and all who come.
ground that it threatened one of the
acres in township 19 north, range 29 druggists and chemists, and the ad- kling and salting, while reasonably tered the tower and were apparently buy some supplies of various kinds.
most important industries of the em
seriously Injure the natural swallowed up. None of the sextet, it While the merchant was getting up
east, and 320 acres in township 30 visability of securing a federal act effective,
Constipation is the starting point pire. The imperial example1 usually
flavor of the fish, when they don't ac- is declared, were ever seen
again. The' the goods the negro stood by the for many serious1 diseases. To be heal- carries great weight.
NovemDer
On
27
east.
north, range
under which a graduate of any col- tually destroy it. Hence a new method first three
disappearances, of which a counter, and to him it seemed that thy keep the bowels active and reguhouse at Roswell, lege of
24, at the court
pharmacy in Canada shall be of preservation which keeps the fish record has been kept, occurred within the white man had one eye looking lar. HERBINE will remove all accumtownin
acres
Chaves county, 1,520
permitted to prepare prescriptions fresh and sweet and of unchanged the first half of the nineteenth century toward the front and the other toward ulations in the bowels and put the sys- Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
ship 12 south, range 25 east.
Price 50c.
and dispense remedies in any of the flavor "for weeks or even months," is and were separated by considerable the back of the store. He was sure tem In prime condition.
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth. St, Lincoln,
of a discovery. This is Intervals the last one being In 1840. that the merchant was not looking at Sold bv Central Drug Co. Adv.
something
Waiting on Dona Ana
provinces.
111., was recently cured of a bad case
what Prof. A. J. Danilevsky, a mem- Ten years elapsed and the memory of him, so he took up a pair of socks and
The state board of equalization is
of kidney trouble that started with a
ber of the Imperial Academy of Rus- the mysterious happenings was wear- stuffed them into his pockets.
not in session today and will be un- Tales of
REPUBLICANS
TO CAUCUS
lame back, and says: "I am certainly
"Honey and Tar" from West sia, claims for his new method. And ing thin when three more men van"Here, you put them socks back,"
work beable to get down to the
and East
his claims have been considered of ished In as many days. Since then the owner said.
Aug. 2,6. The first step thankful in getting a cure of my kidWashington,
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
fore them until the Dona Ana county
enough importance to be given an the tower has been shunned as a pes"I ain't got none of your socks," looking to the republican congression- ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
Pills.
tthem yourself.
O. G.
tax rolls have been received. The gives universal satisfaction and I use official test by the board of agriculture
'
one-secret
has
If it has
said the darky.
al campaign of next year will be SchaeferTry
tilence, but Its
and Red Cross Drug Store
failure of this county to get its rolls only Foley's Honey and Tar Com- and fisheries in London, and also by
All
undiscovered.
remained
the
the
said
have
"Yes,
you
'em,"
got
taken
C.
Rhodes
for my children." E.
tomorrow, when the republican Adv.
the Tull Trawlers' and FiBh Merchants cases were identical in that the miss- merchant. "I saw you put them In
in has delayed the work of the board pound
Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a rackmembers of the senate and house will
test, controlled ing one was a member of the garrison your pocket."
a great deal, and things have come to ing laerippe cough and finally got re- association. A
caucus to elect a new national
resuch a pass now that no further work lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Com by the latter organization, is said to of San Cristobal detailed for night
GRAND CIRCUIT MEET
"Mister, is you lookin' at me now?"
have
the
committee.
The
publican
claims,
congress
justified
on
wall.
sea
professor's
the
no
in
Use
familv
sentry
the
other
reGhostly
duty
inquired
are
pound."
darky.
be
your
rolls
New York, Aug. 25. This was the
can
done until these
and it is probable that he will be given legends by the score cling round this
new committee will meet soon after
"I sure am," he replied.
ceived. D. V. Peacock, the assessor, and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer the
of the Grand Circuit trot
opportunity for a more extended ancient tower,, but the mystery surand Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
"Den
here's
boss."
ward and choose a chairman and oth-e- opening day
your
socks,
has been written and' wired several
at the Empire City
J
demonstration of his process. Its cost rounding the fate of the six luckless
ting
meeting
officers.
is said to vary from 40 to 80 cents "soldados" remains as deep as ever.
times, but the books have not arrived
track. The meeting is scheduled to
IOWA STATE FAIR OPENS
200 pounds of fish, New York
yet. In his last letter he promised
last through the week. Each day
Des Moines, la., Aug. 25. With ev- per
What Montenegrins Like Best
Post.
Postmaster Antolne Dejorla, Gard there will be four races
them on the 16th, but they still check
FOR
DEED
HEROIC
KISSED.
s
"The
men,
high-clasand purges
filled
mountaineers,
with
sturdy
ery department well
Mich., speaks for the guidance of
short in the auditor's office.
are of fine physique, handsome fel- ner,
exhibits the Iowa State Fair
tnose troubled with kidney and blad offered amounting to $42,000.
Where Do the Watches Go?
Saves Girl In Runaway
lows, all of them. Their dress con- der
Pays Fine
What becomes of the watches? The Young Man
for a week's engageIregularlties, and says "From my
sists of dark blue baggy trousers,
Rewarded
and
la
Game Warden Trinidad" C. de Baca opened today
Affectionately
own experience I can recommend Fo YOU who require the best and purt
ment. The display of live stock and average man does not buy more than
woolen
white
Act.
rawhide
for
the
gaiters,
shoes,
has received word that William Rae
medicine see
Honthe various products of the farm and about two or three watches in' the
a scarlet jacket heavily braided with ley Kidney Pills. My father also was ey and Tar that you getinFoley's
of Mosquero, Union county, who was
of kidney disease, and many
cured
course
Compound
of his whole life, and yet the
preference
O.
romance
With
all
Cleveland,
and a small round cap with
declared to be the best
were cured by Foley Kidney to any other for coughs, colds, asthma,
on making new about him and the soft spring twilight gold,
manufacturers
convicted about three weeks ago of orchard is
black silk around the edge, and the neighbors
ever seen here. A trotting meeting watches by the keep
Who
O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
Pills."
thousands.
an
buys
his
filled
fine
with strolling couples, Harry H. crown of the same color as the jackkilling
antelope, has paid
troubles. It is a strictly high grade
num- them all?
Christensen walked alone one night et, bearing the prince's initials in Drug Store. Adv.
and costs amounting to $96.60. This of the Great Western circuit is
medicine, and only approved
family
No statistics can answer the ques- and felt himself an outcast until he Servian
amount had not been paid when Mr. bered among the leading attractions
letters, 'H. I.'
drugs of first quality are used in its
tion.
What
becomes
old
cross
of
of
the
week.
the
to
avenue
Lake
West
at
started
"The women are particularly good
manufacture. It gives the best results
Baca left for home and he did not
watches? What did you do with the 110th street Then, in a breath, he looking, wear dark skirts,
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaef
beautifully
know what had been done about it unSHIPPERS
MARK
MUST
one
you discarded when you got your found himself a hero; was paid for his
er and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Confidence Well Founded
blouses, and a sort
til he received tne letter containing
The implicit confidence that many present watch? Where Is It now? It bravery with a hug and a kiss, and of long coat, with open sleeves of
the above information.
soft dove gray cloth. Forbidden to
people have In Chamberlain's Colic, was a silver watch and it kept good had been shyly invited to call.
CONSIGNMENTS IN
MARYLAND LABOR FEDERATION
Effective October 22
Screams from a girl, the rapid wear European hats, they are comCholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is timo for years that old watch, the
Copies of the new tariff on fruits founded on their experience in the predecessor of the gold one that you pounding of hoofs an the rattle of a pelled to adopt an exactly similar cap
Frederick, Md., Aug. 25. Frederick
and vegetables by the Wells Fargo Ex- use of that remedy and their knowl- now possess. You had a strong af swiftly drawn carriage reached his to the men, except that the crown is
is entertaining this week the ninth
PROPER
FORI!
fection for it. You called it "she," ears and as he turned he saw a horse, embroidered Instead of bearing the
annual covention of the Maryland
press company have been received by edge of the many remarkable cures
and
sometimes in the solitude of your lines dragging on the pavement, royal initials." Charles N. Lurie, in
that
diarrhoea
of
and
colic,
dystentery
the state corporation commission.
and District of Columbia FederaState
.
has effected. For sale by all deal room, you may have caught yourself plunging wildly on, with a girl help- the Tucson Citizen.
These rates have previously been pub it
FREIGHT
CHARGES
RESULTING tion of Labor. A large and represen
Adv. saying a word or two to it aloud. The less in the vehicle.
ers.
lished in the Daily Optic. The new
FROM
IMPROPER
DIRECTIONS tative attendance was on hand at the
watch certainly talked to you in the
Christenson, who Is young and ath"O. Henry" Many-SideGenius.
tariff goes into effect Monday, August VOTE ON MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP middle of the night; Heine's watch letic, made a football tackle on the
MUST
BE
BORNE
BY CONSIGNEE
opening- of the gathering today.
Had not Sidney Porter, better known
IS I. C. C RULING.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 25. Fol- conjugated Hebrew by the hour. The horse's neck. His hold slipped, but by his pen name, "0. Henry," decided
old watch had a kind of a ringing tick as he fell he grabbed a dangling rein.
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bag-- .
Blcod
Purified
lowing a spirited campaign, a special like a riveting machine, and you could He rolled almost beneath the wheels, on a literary career, he might have
dad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney
won fame as a cartoonist, or even as
The interstate commerce
election will be held in San Francisco hear It clear through the pillow. It but held thfi rein fast and
the a
trouble and they feared her health
portrait painter, having natural talluickly in Summer tomorrow on a proposal to issue bonds has sung you to sleep more than once. horse to a stop against thebrought
has decided that a shipper mark was
curb.
permanently Impaired. Mr. Mitchent
In that direction.
Is
It
related
The young woman jumped out, of him
the address on a less ell says, "She was in terrible shape
for the acquisition of municipal street But let's see what in heaven's name
that when he worked for hi3 ing incorrectly
Here is a Remedy that has car lines. It Is possible, if not prob became of it?
him
kissed
up,
picked
than carload shipment must bear the but I got her to take Foley Kidney
hugged and
him, uncle as a clerk, a
very Important-ac- t
Christenson says.
Pills and now she is completely curWonderful Action and
able, that the women voters Will de
came
in one day and or- burden of resulting freight charges,
ing
gentleman
When the horse quieted the young
Single Walnut Tree.
some things which were to be and the fact that the correct address ed." Women are more liable to have
dered
cide the fate of tket proposal, since
Promotes Health.
A walnut tree was sold in the mid- woman drove her rescuer to his home,
kidney trouble than men and will find
d
charged. He assumed that the young was noted on the bill of lading la not Foley Kidney Pills a safe
of dle west the other
they number more than
day for $250. Time 1561 West 116th street. En route she "clerk" knew him, and Porter did not
dependable
material. The case decided was one and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
the total registered voters.
was when there were thousands of confided to him that she had gone like to admit himself unknown
beby
in which a shipper addressed a pack- and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
walnut trees in that same county. At driving against her, parents' wishes.
traying that he could not write the
If you sit in a cool draft when you one and the same time there was a If he would promise never, never to customer's name. So instead he made age to Lake City, Fla., instead of Lake
COTTON MILLS RESUME WORK
are heated and get' a stiff neck or conviction in the minds of men that tell of the incident she would like a list of the articles sold and, at the City, S. D.
ame back, you will be looking for no fence rail was good enough for a very much to have him call. He
Fall River, Mass., Aug. 25. The
a
of
the
"Besides
top
jotted
drawing
gentleman
being expressly provided
something that will ease the pain. "worm fence" except a rail split promised. Also he promised, at her which enabled the uncle to Identify In the- seven
cotton mills of the Fall River
rules of all freight classifica
Fix vour mind on BALLARD'S SNOW from the very heart of a walnut tree. request, not to reveal her name. He
the purchaser.
tions," the interstate commerce com- Iron works, which have been idle for
8. a. S. Mnkra Your Blood Corpuscle) LINIMENT and don't be talked out of A worm 'fence, be It known, is one of kept that promise, too.
Unite fop mutual Protection.
it. because It is the best pain relieving those fences made up of obtuse anThe girl is the daughter of a promimission explains, "it Is on broad gen more than, three months because or
Mingling with your food, arousing liniment you can get anywhere. Price gles and once defined by a man who nent Cleveland business man who
Pen Picture.
eral grounds the duty of a shipper cor- the condition of the market, resumed
stomach action, absorbed immediately
'Riddle," says the Pensacola News,
per bottle. Sold by had put up a good many as a fence lives In Lakewood. Christenson is a
Into your blood, the famous remedy 25c, 50c and
operations (today. The resumption of
"is a steel javelin, silver mounted; a rectly to mark packages, and when so
known as S. 3. S. has a wonderful ao Centra Drug Co. Adv. .
that "first goes andygogglln and then real estate salesman.
work gives employment to about
carrier
the
is
to
a
held
tlon. Its main purpose Is to stimulate
marked,
on
ilk
a
a
strict
lance;
pennant
bugle call;
goes andygigglin." But returning to
cellular activity or that peculiar proc' GOVERNORS
persons who have been 'idle
AT KEOKUK
the increased cost of a walnut tree, INTO FIRE TO ESCAPE SNAKES u shootlngstar; a problem In mathe- responsibilty for their safe delivery
ess which instantly changes the worn-othrough the summer.
matics; a new deck of fine cards; a at destination."
Keokuk, la., Aug. 25. A week of life is not going to be really worth livcells for the new red blood cor- mandolin solo; a castle on a hill; a
puscles.
The Santa Fe railway, which Is carceremonies and festivities In connec- ing until the economists discover some Reptiles by th Dozen Entwine ThemThe medicinal value of the compoof Ruritania; he is a yacht
to get the high price tags affixed
way
In every home where there is a
on a carefully organized cam
About
tion
the
with
dedication of the great
selves
Who
nents of S. S. S. is relatively just as
rying
Campers,
with lovely lines approaching Iceland;
there should also be a bottle of
Roll Into Flames.
vital to healthy blood as the nutriment Mississippi river power dam was ush while there are plenty of trees left to
baby
to
loss
paign
prevent
of,
r
:
damage to, MeGEE'S BABY EUXIR. It
rifle; a cavalry charge;
obtained from grain, meat, fats, sugars
hang them on.
be
or any other part of our dally food is ered In today with a reception of the
ike in the Alps." We do not know and delay in freight shipments is call- needed at any time to correctmaysour
Piedmont, W. Va. George Ensor, a
to the natural reconstructive requirei
the
of
It
is
attention
liia
Missouri
and
but
LUlnois,
of
all
Virus Slaughter
its agents stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea or
,
gentleman,
Rabbits.
perfectly ing
business man of this city, while fishments of the tissues. And there Is one governors
Rabbits took possession of the ing near Mountalndale, was attacked dear that he must be considerable and transportation inspectors to the summer complaint. It is a wholecomponent of S. S. S. which serves the Iowa. The governors of a number of
active purpose of stimulating the cel- the eastern states, en route to the cemetery at Rouen, France, and ate by snakes, which came from a rotten tiit'izen. Columbia. State.
commission's ruling, and urging them some remedy, contains no opium, morlular tissue to a healthy and judicious
to impress upon shippers the impor- phine or Injurious drug of anv kind.
selection of Its own essential nutri- governors' conference at Colorado up all plants and flowers as fast aa log on which he was Sitting. Before
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold bv
were
beat
Menu
the
Shark's
them
Extensive.
could
off
ment. Thus, in cases of skin disease
they
the
he
upon
placed
graves.
reptiles
tance' of exercising care in marking: Central
off to Inspect the big
Drug Co. Adv.
such as eczema, acne, herpes, tetter or Springs, stopped
The keepers called in hunters with had entwined themselves about him,
A tiger shark, captured In Key West
for
packages
transportation.
psoriasis, first purify your blood with dam and power plant. The formal ferrets, but the burrows were almost
his
Is
arms,
hands and feet. The harbor,
reported to have contained
binding
S. S. S. so it will enable the tissues to dedication will take
OKLAHOMA TENNIS TOURNAMENT
place tomorrow.
straight down, so the ferrets could do snakes, more than a dozen in number, in its Btomach a cow's head, dehorned
rebuild their cellular strength and reAmong the animals whose life hisKingfisher, Okla,, Aug. 25. The annothing. Then some of the virus used measured from 4 to 6 feet in length.
and muis the lower jaws, the verte
gain their normal health.
S. S. S. Is
In Australia when the rabbits became
a botanical product,
Ills of Women
Mr. Ensor, after vainly endeavoring bra! column of a sheep, the scutes of tories will be told in Scrlbner's Maga. nual championship tournament of t:and you willpurely
make a
mistake to
Many women suffer miserably from a pest was obtained. Dr. Loir of the to work bis arms and fret loose, hac a green turtle, the bones and feathers zine this fall by Theodore Roosevelt Oklahoma State Tennis
nave some enthusiast great
off a mina'wahs'nn
chronic
constipation, causing nervous- Rouen .board of health inoculated sev- the presence of mind to ru down ; of two birds, and a lot of tin Cans ami are the lion, elephant, rhino and hip- opened on the courts
eral preparation that palm
Irdo
-may
you
of tit a K'. '
ness, dizziness and sallow complexion. eral rabblt3 with it and turned them hill into a fire he had buiit to cook
1
harm.
4
reparable
measured
Its
seaweed.
foot
jaws
po, buffalo and giant eland. There Is Tennla club fouT-- ,
S. S. S. la
The Swift Spe- They will find that
Chamberlain's
loose in the cemetery. Eight days
prepared
ty
call
But
across.
Inches, straight
why
cific Co., 191 Swift Bldg., Atlanta. Ga.,
no hunting in these articles, but the tinued
through the nci'. '
Mr. Ensor ran to the stream anC it a tiger Bhark? Goat shark or osand if you have arty obstinate skin Tablets invariably bring relief. These later there wtre no rabbits In the
accumulated
observations of Mr. list Includes n.any cf t 1
to
are
asd
take
tablets
himself
pleasant cemetery. All sad died in their
j
easy
into the water,
trouble, write to their Medical Departtrich shark would be more in
threw
'
ment for free advice. It will be worth in effect. For sale by all dealers.
Roosevelt and many of b,a friends ers of Texas, TZ.
his burninK cIoU'a
,
t, .',
your while to do co.
Adv.
who have hunted in Africa.
Oklahoma,
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WESTBOUND DOUGLAS AVENUE POWERS UNITE IN HANTS LAS VEGAS UNION

DAYLIGHT SERVICE TO WESTERN MANY PEOPLE HAVE COMPLAINED ABOUT POLES AND COUNCIL
NEW MEXICO SOON TO BECOME
SU
WILL LIKELY PROVIDE SPACE
GENERAL
FACT, DECLARES
FOR THEM AT NEXT MEETING
PERINTENDENT OF COAST LINE.
I. L. Hibbard is the authority for
formal announcement that a new
westbound train will be inaugurated
to take the place of the present No,
and suddIv western New Mexico with

a daylight service.

The new train, through allowing the
No. 7 to comply with the
Arizona law which requires a train
to Btop at any station upon demand
of passengers to board or leave it,
will provide the same fast service as
formerly, as It will cross that state
at night and consequently will not he
much bothered by way passengers.
It Is also reported that the Cali
fornia LImited's time will be bo
changed that it will cross Arizona in
the night, that it may be free of such
annoyances.
The new train was decided upon at
a cenference of officials in Chicago.
The time of the present No. 7, Bays
an Albuquerque paper, will he changed bo that the train will reach there
in the morning about 7:30 and leave
for the west upon the arrival of No.
10 at 8 a. m. This will afford the
long desired daylight service west and
eatlsfy a complaint which has become
acute in western New Mexico and
Arizona since the rule was adopted
barring local jassengers. from the
westbound California Limited.
The constantly Increasing passenger
business of the Santa Fe, it la understood, has made necessary the inauguration of the new train service. For
months trains both ways nave been
crowded to their capacity and It has
often been found necessary to run
second sections to taite care of the
There is every Indication
business.
that the preseat year will be a banner one in the history of the passen
ger department, since there never
was a time when traffic was bo heavy
nor when trains were run bo close to
ihe advertised schedule. For months
trains, both east and westbound, have
iirrived at and left Albuquerque on
the minute, and a delay of five min
utes which formerly attracted no at
tention, is now considered a matter
for investigation and report.
tirp.HPnt

Because numerous complaints have
been received relative to the location
business
of poles on the principal
streets, notably on Dougfas avenue,
it is extremely likely that steps for
the placing of these nuisances elsewhere will be taken by the city coun-a- t
its next meeting.
The council's plan, it is said, is to
widen the sidewalks, on Douglas ave
nue one foot and place the poles with
in this foot of space until such time
as they can be done away with en.
tirely.
The plan will be taken up at once,
so that those who desire to place
cement gutters before the property
on that street will be able to locate
them la accordance with the new
idea.
The loss of ppipe on the highway
litportion of the v( wt will be very
tle and the poips will be taken out
of the gutters where they now obstruct the clear fiow of Btorm water.
They will also be as much out of
the way of pedestrians as they are at
present, not encroaching upon the
sidewalk as it now stands.

JUDGE R. H. HANNA OF SANTA
FE URGING THAT COMMITTEE
GO FROM HERE TO CLAYTON
TO ATTEND CONVENTION

de la Barra by the French president

at an early date.
It was pointed out that the question
of the acceptibility of Senor de la
Barra in France had been settled
before he left Mexico ror Paris and
it was also declared that he was a
personal friend of President Poineara
Senor de la Barra arrived in Paris
and the Mexican citizens in charge
of affairs will make immediate inquires at the foreign office to to
when he can present his credentials.

Urgent steps are being taken by
various New Mexico boosters for the
establishment of a road which shall
cause a diversion of traffic from
Texas northwest into Colorado and
lead some portion of that large traffic
through New Mexico.
Judge R. II. Ilanna ot Santa Fe
has taken the matter up With local
auto men and road boosters. One of
his letters is as follows:

Gulf-Colora-

;

'

This has been a pleasant day for
..
.
ii or. tne
a number
youngsters in tne
anx
much
has
been
city and there
sideration of tariff bill Is resumed.
ious discussion. The cause of all this
Free list agreed to without roll excitement was the fact that on Sepcall.
tember 12 there will be a huge circus
House: Not in session; meets in Las Vegas. The Al G. Barnes
shows will appear here on that- day
Tuesday.
Democrats continue caucus on ad- with their big three ring circus anu
immense menagerie Final arrange
ministration currency bill.
d
ments were made this morning when
beMatin M. Mulhall
fore lobby investigating committee. the advance manager of the shows
considered stopped here to close the contract. '
Judiciary committee
This circus Bhowed here last year
Federal
charges against
Judge Emory
Speer of Georgia and Chairman Clay- and delighted huge audiences at both
ton was directed to secure formal au- shows and no doubt will be well pat
ronized this year. The thoughts of
thority from house before
the circus tingles the Brood of even
the oldest inhabitants. The excite
ment, red lemonade, popcorn and the
the
side show managers "bally-hoes,- "
SALT LAKE MEN MUST band playing lively tunes all stirs the
laborer and the millionaire alike. Ev
erybody has a good time on circus
COME ACROSS BY
day. This show has ror trie past tew
weeks been playing in Kansas and
other states, where the heat has been
OCTOBER .1
intense.. Although a few animals have
been lost as a result or tnrs the show
THE UTAH CAPITALISTS CONFER still maintains its large menagerie,
WITH GRANT BOARD OFFICIALS having filled up the gap With others.
'"
The circus train that will arrive
AND DECISION IS REACHED TO
LIMIT TIME OF ACTION. ' "
here early on the morning of September 12 is c6mposed of 25 cars.; A
'
11
Unless the Salt Lake people who street parade- will be given-a- t
have been interested in the Camfield o'clock and two shows, one in the
irrigation project for the past few afternoon and One at night, will be
months agree to complete that pro- given.
ject before October 1 the local promoters and grant board will cancel
Thomas Nelson Page, who goes to
the option that those people have on Italy in September as ambassador, has
"the proposition. This matter was ar lived for more than a decade in Washranged yesterday afternoon at a meet- ington city, and writes for the Sepacing held between the local men inter- tember Scribner his interesting
ested In the deal and Lloyd Sigler, count of "The Romantic Founding of
James Plngree and H. L. Gibson of Washington," detailing' the many
Salt Lake City, who were in Las votes and Intrigues that took place
before George Washington, Jefferson
Tegas Saturday and yesterday.
The Salt Lake people will either and Hamilton finally succeeded in
lake up or reject the proposition by working Out the plan for the present
October 1 and if accepted the pro- District of Columbia.
ject must be completed ia accordance
with the original plans made by the
A3 a result of negotiations between
Krant board, Mr. Sigler and Mr. Stohl. the employers in union shops and ofNow that tnere are two parties in- ficials of the Bradford, England,
terested in the leal there is little branch of the Amalgamated Society
doubt in the minds of the local
of Tailors, the waws of workmen have
hiit that within the next few been advanced 5
cent, and a furTiuniiliB final p.rraTigRments will be ther increase of 5 ner cent is to be
jTiHdf: for the completion of the dam.
made kit the beginning of October.
.

(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Washington, Aug. 25. Senate: Con

cross-examine-

'

pro-Mutu- rs

(Continued From Page One.)

Madera Refugees Wetayed
August 20, 1913.
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 25 Officials of Mr. George H. Hunker,
Las Vegas, N. M.
the Mexican Northwestern railroad
Dear Sir: We have advices that
here were advised today by federal
officials in Chihuahua that the train there will be a meeting of the
load of American refugees from Ma
Highway association held at
dera, Mexico, will not be permitted Clayton, N. M., August 2S. Four or
to proceed to El Paso until the ten five autos will go through from Santa
trains of supplies which left Juarez Fe to attend this meeting and possiSunday arrive there. As the supply bly a larger number. We desire that
trains may be weeks on the road the you take the matter up with your
Americans have leased a hotel in local people, and have a similar deleChihuahua and are being cared for gation attend this meeting, as it Is
desirable to interest the people of
by the Madera Lumber company.
Texas in the Pecos country, and diAid for Refugees
vert a portion ot the large travel now
Washington, Aug. 23. The American going into Colorado.
One hundred and fifty cars we;it
Red Cross will aid destitute American refugees from Mexico arriving at through Raton this summer from
SUCCESS IN MEDICINE
New York, San Francisco, New Or- Texas alone, and a part of this travel
Good doctors succeed, and among
leans, and San Diego to get transpor- can be diverted to Las Vegas and
them are the world's greatest bene tation, to their homes or friends.
Santa Fe. if an effort is made., Will
factors; poor doctors drop oflt, as they
There are in Chihuahua 90 Ameri- you assist?
Good proprietary medicines
should,
Yours truly
cans, 20 destitute, ready to leave as
succeed, and the homes of the masses soon as a special guarded train can
R. H. HANNA.
are blessed by them. Poor medicines go north. Other foreigners, French,
drop out, as they should. The Ameri- German and English will be brought
can, women are neither gullable or on the train and also 75 Chinamen,
foolish, they recognize the value of who under bond will be allowed to
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
such standard remedies as Lydia come to the United.. States.
Forty
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound',
Americans, according to reports to the
which for more than thirty years has state
Chauncey Olcott's new play is calldepartment, were ready to sail
been the standard remedy for female
ed "Shame'en D'hu."
New
to
Cruz
Orleans,
Vera
from
today
ills and complies with all conditions
Nora Bayes intends to continue in
most of them destitute refugees from
of the Pure Food and Drugs law.
this season!
vaudeville
the Durango district.
"The Beauty Shop" is the name of
a new musical piece in which RayMexican Soldiers Want Liberty
mond Hitchcock will be seen.
Los Angeles, Aug. ,25. A moveWilliam Hodge will act this season
ment to obtain the release by habeas
in a comedy called "The Road to Hapheld
corpus of 215 Mexican soldiers
SHOW HERE TWICE
piness," by Lawrence W ilit man.
by United States authorities at Fort
Early in September Otis Skinner
Rosecrans, San Diego, was brought to
will hegin his third Season in Knob
SEPTEMBER 12
States
United
of
day to the attention
lauch's Arabian Nights drama "Kis
AND PARTWO PERFORMANCES
ADE WILL DELIGHT HEARTS OF
ENTHUSE
AND
YOUNGSTERS
THEIR PARENTS.

TODAY IN CONGRESS

TEXAS ROAD

HUERTA

BE WIDENED

BY HIBBARD

.

WHEN

ONLY

REPUBLICANS BACK

TO BOOST FOR

PliESSINGPEACE

TO

SIDEWALKS

IS ANNOUNCED

Francis E. Leupp, at one time com- missipner Of Indian affairs," and the
author of many books and essays,
contributes to the September Scribner
a sympathetic account of a girl's
school to which has been applied for
a number of years the "progressive
ideal" of government; in other words
self government
it has developed
among the pupils in the. most surpris
ing way.

District Attorney Schoonover here.
Mr. Schoonover said H. R. Gamble,
an attorney of El Paso, Tex., was behind the proposal. Gamble first initiated proceedings in the federal court
in the western district of Texas, but
transferred his activity to Los Angeles when the Mexicans were orders
ed to Fort Rosecrans. Schoonover
said he and Gamble would confer tomorrow and probably decide whether
a petition would be filed here.

Skirmish at Guaymaa
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex., Aug. 25.
A federal cavalry detachment which
moved out of Guaymas yesterday attacked the constitutionalists outpost
It was repulsed In a sharp
today.
The donsitutionalists 'comffehjt.
manders regard the attack as a feint
to cover the real movement of federal
troops out of Guaymas by sea and
land. to Mazatlan, the seaport city of
are
The constitutionalists
Sinaloa.
their
positions
fortifying
strongly
around Mazatlan.

met."
"Where Ignorance Is Bliss" is the
title decided upon for the American
version of the new Ferenc Molnar
comedy.
Tom Terriss, an English actor, and
a company of 11 members are here
to present a vaudeville sketch called

"David Garrlck."
"The Fight," a new play' by Bayard
Veiller, author of "Within the Law,"
is to have its premier in New York
city on Labor day.
The Gar-rictheater, New York,
will open its season on September 15
with Fannie Ward in "Madam President" as the initial attraction.
Beginning in October Ellen Beach
Yaw, the well known soprano, will ap
pear in vaudeville over the, Keith and
Orpheum circuits.
Homer Lind will make his first
dramatic appearance this year in "A
Man of Yesterday," by Evelyn Dlanch- ard and Adelaide Stedman.
Mizzl Hajos, a Hunsttrian prima
donna, is to be featured in the new
musical play, "Her Little Highness,"
which is to be produced in Boston
next month.
One of the musical plays of the
season will be "The Dream Maiden,"
in which Belle Gold, a character comedienne and singer, will have a leading part.
Frederic de Belleville, 'for many
years one of. the best known leading
men on the American stage, will have
a prominent part in the new. Ferenc
Molnar comedy to be produced by
Harrison Grey Fiske.
Oliver Morosco has obtained a musical play called "Rita's Romance,"
the book ot which is by Leo Dietrich- stein, the lyrics by Benjamin Hap- good, and the music by Silvio Beln.
It is to be produced soon in Los

California Requests Troops
El Centro, Calif., Aug. 25 An attack by constitutionalists on the federal force at Sharp's Heading, intake
from the Colorado river of the irrigation system for the Imperial Valuneasi-nessley, California, caused great
on the American side of the
border today and a request for troops
was wired to Washington. One soldier
was hilled in the fight, It is stated.
The federal garrison at Mexican, on
the border, was held in readiness to
repel an attack on that place. Fedhave
eral authorities at Mexlcali
made extensive preparations to combat
a general uprising in Lower California, reports having been current recently that the arrival of the Sonora
constitutionalists was awaited as a
Theodore Roberts has been engaged
t
signal for another outbreak. A new-for- to
.play the part of the Colorado sherand breastworks have been iff In "Believe Me, Xantippe," a comthrown up.
edy which is to be produced shortly
by William A. Brady. The piece was
In the past 33 years the Cigarma-kers- ' written by Frederick
Ballaru, a stuInternational union has paid out dent at Harvard.
in sick,
a total of over $10,000,000
George Scarborough, two of whose
benefit.,
death and
plays are to be produced by the Shuberts this season, Is a New York
James B. Connolly, the writer of newspaper man who has learned play
than
sea stories, several years ago accom writing from real life rather
was
He
"behind
the
scenes."
from
fleet
Amerioan
through
panied the
news
some
York
on
a
New
for
years
the Straits of Magellan. He contrib
to
utes to the September Scribner an paper, but left that field: of work
an
as
federal
enter
the
service
secret
amusing farcical story, the scene of
which is laid in these straits and ad- investigator of bucket shop and white
slave problems.
jacent waters.
v

(Continued from Page One)
they must adopt air of our principles,
even the Judiciary plank of the platform. ,lt has been said that I have
condemned judges. I never have done
anythin gof the kind. I never used
anything like the language which
Abraham Lincoln used in criticising
the United States supreme court. I
believe judges are a high class of
public servats, but I don't believe in
the right of any public servant to be
come a public master.
"If any legislator does not do what
the people want him to he should
be recalled, even if he is a judge. If
we don't get the laws we want we
should have the initiative and referen
dum to give us the desired relief. We
intend to do injustice to no man.
"We are the only party that has
adopted a rational plan for handling
both big and little business. We don't
believe in strangling business.
"We favor a policy that will compel
business to serve the public, not
swindle it. Our wish is to apply the
principles of Abraham Lincoln to the
issues of the present day."
Indianapolis lays claim to the dis
tinction of being the greatest center
of organized labor in America.
At
the present time It has the national
or international headquarters of the
Mine Workers of Aroeiica,
United
United Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners, International Union of
Journeymen Barbers, Masons' International Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Journeymen Stonecutters' Association
of North
International
America,
Brotherhod of Bookbinders, In trena-tiona- l
Typographical Union, National
Union of Sawsmiths, and the International Association f Bridge and Structural Iron Workers.
The annual reports submitted by
the officers of the Internationan Typographical union to the recent convention in Nashville show that the
organization now has a larger membership than ever before.
Theodore Roosevelt's main outdoor
interest is not hunting, as some people think, but the observation of animal life. His
of certain
African animals, which will appear in
Scribner's Magazine this fall, beginning with the lion in September, are
to him more fascinating than the
chase. They are the "manners and
customs" of the lion written as historians write of people.

HO L

Biscuit two points.
down

96.

New Haven got
x

The last sales were:
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
:
Atchison
Reading
Southern Pacific

.......... 73
.......... .109
95

1614
90
153

Union Pacific

United States Steel
United States Steel,

Edwin Howland Blashfield, one of
the most distinguished American
painters, contributes to the September
Scribner an account of "Mural Paint
ing in America," showing how that
practically its whole history began
with the Chicago world's fair and tne
Congressional library. Mr. Blashfie'd
makes a plea for mural painting, not
only as an artistic ideal, but as a real
commercial asset to a city.
In New
work has
ployment
provement
wages.

to

64H
pfd.--

.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 25. Kani-- j cable sent
corn prices dow ntoday. Domestic

weather conditions showed
J'ttle
change. There was good buying on
business in the market and the result was active trade but narrow fluctuations. September In which there
was considerable liquidation and nearly a two oent drop Saturday, led v.ho
decline, opening at 71" to '72,' unto
cent o!'f. December
changed
man
out
of
Zealand every
Vt lower at 68 to
a
was
shade
to
the right to demand em
Vafor a time withheld
September
upon works of public imin the opening range but decreased
of
rate
at the prevailing
to 68. The close was strong with
a net gain of
September at 72
Vz and December at
V cent
"HARVEY'S"
-

68,

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
eased on fine domestic
Old management; old rates. Carweather. Opening prices were a
Leave
out
every Saturday.
riage
to
off with December
shade to
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
90
to
to Vi, a decline of
Trade was light and the market for
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
a time steadied at first figures. The
New York, Aug. 25. Various con- close was strong, with December at
a net gain of a shade.
siderations were responsible for the 90
December oats opened V to
off
growth of a more confident feeling
and steadied there.
which was refuected in the upward at 44 to 44
movement of stocks today despite the
Pressure in October lard caused detendency toward conservatism engen-dree- d clines in provisions. The opening was
y
by the state of affairs in Mex- unchanged to 5 cents lower with
on
Pork
business
as
of
ico.
follows:
$13.35;
good
Reports
options
western roads were substantiated by lard $10.80 to $10.32; ribs ?10.10.
the statement showing a decrease in The closing quotations
'
December
the number of idle freight cars. OrWheat, September
ders for some of the principal steel 90; May 95.
December
Corn, September
products were said to be increa?iii
and a number of New England cotton CS; May 69.
mills resumed operation after a Ion 3
Oats, September 41; December
May 47.
period of idleness.
41;
News from abroad told of a more
Pork, September $20.97; January
'
cheerful feeling and speculation in $19.40.
$11.15; January
American stocks was at a higher level
Lard, September
Apart from the weakness of New Ha- $10.80.
occaJanuary
Ribs, September $11.37
ven, the fall in Vheat to 97
sioned renewed discussion concerning $10.22.
dividend prospects, the movement was
definitely upward, although the list . KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, August 25. Hogs, repaused at times to absorb realizing
Market steady. Bulk
sales. Pool operations were Instru- ceipts 7,000.
mental in bringing some specialties $8.608.85; heavy $8.508.75; packers and butchers $8.608.90; lights
to the front. Bonds were steady.
Profit taking caused half point re- $.508.85; pigs $5.507.
Market
38,000.
Cattle,
actions la the leaders and put a stop
receipts
to the activity. The sustained ad- 10 to 35 cents lower. Prim6 fed
vance in cotton futures also operated steers
$8.508.90; dressed bfiGf
steers
Can
continuance
rise
of
the
$7.508.40;; western steers
against
shares were bought heavily and moved $5.507.75; southern steers $56.25.
cows $3.506.25; heifers $4.508.50;
up steadily. The common rose 1
stockers and feeders $57.50; bulls
and the preferred
The market closed steady.' Weak- $46.25; calves $59.
ness In less, active stocks passed unSheep, receipts 9,000. Market steanoticed by the general list until juet dy. Lambs $67.75; yearlings $4.75
at the close, when some shading of 5.75; wethers $4.505; ewes $3.50
4.65; stockers and feeders $2.50
prices occured here and there. Baltimore and Ohio gave way one and
s

V,.

Jnn-uar-
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87;
72;

;
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WE ARE READY TO SUPPLY EVERY

NEED FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN
We Sell Ready Made Clothes as Cheap as Anyone Can Make
Them Up. Ask: Us to Prove It
FOR SCHOOL GIRLS

FOR SCHOOL BOYS

WE SHOW

WE SHOW

Hose ;

Hats

Mats

Shoes

.Suits

;

iShces

i
,

Coats

Dresses

-

,";

Suits
Stockings

Coats

Caps,

Underwear

Underwear

ALL OF VERY BEST STYLE AND MAKE

See Our Line of Ginghams, Percales, Galatea Cloth and
Wool Dress Goods
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTiC,

PERSONALS

WOOL
R. H. Kapp of Colorado Springs was

a business visitor here today.
Ement Mason of Pueblo was a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
tit. L. Kohr of Pueblo came In this
afternoon 'for a few days business
visit here.
Joe Delgado left yesterday afternoon for Denver on a few weeks' vacation trip.
of Polan,
Mongtgomery McFrye
Okla., is in the city visiting his uncle.
.Montgomery Bell.
.
E. W. Hopkins came in last night
from his home at Hachita for a few
days' business visit.
Miss

Jeanette

M. Goldberg of Phila-

H. Goldin of El Paso was
business visitor here today. Mr. Goldin is a well known business man of
M.

El Paso, v
Mr. and Mrs. John Sikot, who were
married in this city last Friday, left
yesterday afternoon for their home
at Dawson
Orrin Blood,, assistant postmaster,
returned last night from Denver where
he has been for the past two weeks
on a vacation.
D. R. Carroll. of the Missouri Valley
busiBridge and Iron company was a
in
yesterday
Las
Vegas
ness visitor
from Chapelle.
Dr. F. B. Romero left last night in
his Ford automobile for El Paso,
where he will be on business for the
next few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Johnsen left Satwhere
urday evening for New York
with
weeks
several
they will visit for
relatives.
and
friends
f
J. P. McNiemey and John P.
that
fromt
in
came
Rociada
a few
place yesterday morning for
days' business vist here.
G. A. Richardson, associate Judge
of the Fifth judicial district of New
Mexico, arrived in Las Vegas last night
for a short visit here.
Mrs. Frank Strass returned Saturwhere she
day evening from St. Louis
visit atbusiness
short
a
on
has been
in
tending the fall millinery openings
that city.
for
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney
the Santa Fe, returned last night from
Colorado Springs and other places
where he has been on business for
Con-dono-

(

the past few days.
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Hammond, Mrs.
ColJ. S. Little, Mrs. C. Wenzel and
returned
evening
onel A. D. Whitmore
from Rio Hondo where they were last
week on a fishing trip.
C. H. De Foe and J. B. Montrose
of Tampa, Fla., arrived in Las Vegas
on
Saturday evening from Trinidad
are
California.
They
to
their way
making the trip by motorcycle.
Clare Koogler left this morning for
Tularosa where he will remain for
the next year. He will take a position
with the city schools of that place
as professor of mathematics and manual training.
H. A. Burnett of Indiana left this
afternoon for his home at that place
ater having been a visitor In Las
He has
Vegas for the past few days.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
heen the guest
Kinkead.
Charles
Mr. and Mrs. L. Brown and family
arrived in the city last night and left
this morning for Trinidad. They are
on their way from their home in Los
Angeles to Chicago and are making
the trip by automobile.
Mrs. R. S. Broyant and Miss Grace
Burks arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon from their homes at Louistheir
ville, Ky., for a short visit with
of
Burks
W.
G.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
parents,
this city. Mrs. C. A. Rucber of El
Paso, also a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a
Burks, arrived this afternoon for
short visit.
GOES HOME TO FATHER
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
LaCrosse, "Wis., Aug. 25. Alleging
that his wife Is in the habit of beating

him so severely that he fears for his
life, Charles Englestad, a young married man of this city, has gone home
to "father" and started divorce proceedings. The plaintiff alleges that
on one occasion his athletic wife,
Sena Engelstand, beat him into
'
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Returns

G od

No

ONLY PARAGRAPHS ON WORKS NATIONA. .L TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP
OF ART ARE RECOMMITTED, NO
HANGS VJP0N WINNING OF TO
SEVERAL
COMPETITIONS
ELIMI
ROLL-CALMORROWS GAMES ON NEWPORT
BEING HAD THOUGH
NATED, OTHERS LIMITED AND
;
ONE IS EXPECTED ON VpTE.
CCUSTS.
NUMBER OF NEW ONES ADDED
TO USUAL SCHEDULE.
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
(By Optic A, P. Mased Wire)
25
The f iuals
25. Free
Washington,
Au;,'.
Newport, R. I., Ak
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
in the
was agreed to in the senate
tftn. "nament for the
Berlin,
Aug. 25. The international
without a roll call. No objec- national lawn tennis ehmpionshiD t0' Athletic
Federation
adjourned today.
between
the
tion was made to' ratification of the morow will be fought oat
The completion of the code of rules
E- Mc'
ce
program, although repcblican senators present title holders, Maun
for the international competitions was
"'
r
will demand roll, calls on substitutes Louhglin of San Francisco ,and
left to the Paris congress to be held
.
both
for the wool schedules when the bill
Williams of Philadelph. 'a'
Id 1914. The most important achieve
leaves the committee of the whole.
of whom won their places toda in a ment of
the federation was the formu
The finance committee amendment decisive manner.
of a track and field sports prolation
McLoughlin put out Wallace- providing that free wool should not
gram applicable to the Olympic
become operative, until December 31,
of Philadelphia in straigft, games.
National League
1913, also was agreed. The entire free sets,
Williams had an
The committee's suggestion elimv
Chicago at Brooklyn.
list was approved with the acceptance easy time in elimlnatng the Boston inating the
standing high jump and
Pittsburgh at Boston.
of paragraphs relating to works of aspirtant, N. W. Niles, in 'four sets,
Cincinnati at New York.
staining broad Jump, limiting shot
art, which were recommitted.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
putting and javelin and discus throw-luThe outcome of the matches today
wi th the best hand only, inserting
TURKEY GIVES' UP ADRIANOPLE was expected and McLoughlin is a
the
American League
weight ana the
two to one favorite for tomorrow s
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
hardies and retaining the walkWashington at Chicago.
. London, Aug. 25. A London dis- event.
ing events were adopted. The OlymPhiladelphia at St. Louis.
patch from Adrianople today gives deIt was only in the second set that pic track and field' program it acceptBoston at Detroit.,
tails of the negotiations between Tur- Johnson
New York at Cleveland.
proved any sort of an op- ed by the oVvmpie committee wi j inkey and Bulgaria by which, it is said, ponent for McLoughlin.
His chop clude:
the: latter has - relinuished claim to strokes which worked havoc in the
Standard runs up to 5,000 and 10,000
American Association'
Adrianople in return for compensation
were falast
440

delphia arrived, in Las Vegas Saturday for a brief visit
Mrs.'c. Daly of St. Louis arrived
yesterday afternoon for a few w&eKs'
visit with friends In the city.
R. R. Champion returned last night
from Trinidad where he has been on
business for the past few days.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell left last
night for Albuuerque, where he will
be on business for several days.
Bias Sanchez, member of the legislature from Mora county, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
for
T. L. Tincher, representative
the Haines Automobile company, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today. elsewhere.
R. M. Harris, representative for the
Colonial Protective company of KanSAID BY
sas City was a visitor in the city to
day.
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"No Need To
Watch It"
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THE

CHORUS

GIRL

champion's game
year,
thomed today as if McLoughlin uas
made a special study of this branch
of the sport.
in the
The
tournament for the national lawn tennis championship were reached today
by Nathan Niles of Boston; R. Norris
Williams, Indiana, and Wallace F.
Johnson of Philadelphia and Maurice
E. McLoughlin of San Francisco.
They were drawn against each other in that order, with
contests given the honor of
the day on the grand court. McLoughlin deefated Johnson in straight sets
semi-final-

Reflections of One Who
Life That Is by No
at Its Best.

Has Seei)
Means

would bo all right not to Judge
a man by his money if there
was any other way of measuring him
up.

It

I ain't a pessimist, but I've seen
talent too many years sticking
around unregarded while tact in managing a manager gets a taxicab
start and an electric light over the
theater finish for me to be classed
ith the optimists.
Temper and temperament what's
the difference? It's temper in the chorus and temperament in the star's
dressing room.
A job that means breakfast every
day and dinner reg'lar. I .always been
saying so, is worth all the razzle-dazzl- e
feastings going while waiting for
an engagement.
Fame when all Is told, what does
It come to? The rouge from last
night don't last longer than fame.
By tomorrow even the callboy's forgotten your name.
When the shoe fits that's a sure
sign we could wear a size smaller
easily.

s

Johnson-Mc-Louhkli-

3,000

iillO

QUITS

AT

END

COLORADO JOINS BOOSTERS
Denver,
Aug. 25. Announcement
OF FOURTH IN BOUT
was made at the office of Governor E.
M. Ammons today that the governor
WITH OALLFGOS
would issue a proclamation, setting a
day, probably about the middle of Ocmen
tober, on which all
BEin the state will be urged to work on MORA FANS DISAPPOINTED
TO
LAST
MILL
FAILS
CAUSE
the highways. The governor's plan
TEN ROUNDS. AS SCHEDULED,
is for a general campagin of
road
BUT GLAD LOCAL MAN WON.
work similar to that recently held in
Missouri.
(Special Correspondence of Optic)
Mora, Aug. 25. In the scheduled
ARE FAMOUS
bout here here Saturday beLINGUISTS
able-bodie- d

that gets a' girl a
place to stand at the foot of the lad- Germans Are
der, and it's pull that hoists her finalough
It's push

n

110 and
meter hurdles,
meters steeplechase, 10,000
meters cross country run, S;000 meters
race for teams of five men, three to
count,, 400 meters and l.BOO meters
relay race, 4,000 and 10,000 meters
walk, Marathon race, running- brond
and running high jumps, pole vaulting, hop, step and jump, throwing the
javelin, throwing the discus and' putting the shot best hand only, throwing the javelin with the javetiu held
inthe middle, throwing the hammer,
weight, tug of war, tearmi of
men,
pentathlon and decaf hlon.
eight

meters,

Noted for Their Thor-

Mastery of Languages-T- ake
' "
ly to the top.
Up Study Early.
I heard a manager say once that
the scariest sight he ever seen was a
The Germans are famous for their
show girl before breakfast
thorough mastery of languages. The
university graduates are expected to
Vindicated.
converse in Latin and to read Greek
"Prisoner at the bar," said His Hon- authors at sight. Even the pupils
or, "you are charged with having whose education has been confined to
struck a man and then run away. the public schools can generally use
The secret
You are a respectable looking man, French without difficulty.
of this mastery, which is so unusual
and I am sorry to see you here."
"But I am not guilty of the charge, In this country, is the thoroughness of
the study required.
air."
An American delegate to an educa"Didn't you strike a man?"
"No, sir. I simply made a motion." tional conference abroad last summer
found a class of girls nine years old
"Didn't you run away?"
busy wllli two French verbs, and
"I. did not. It was impossible."
them in all varieties of form in
"How impossible?"
"I belonged to a baseball club for
translating from German Into French.
usyear, and then was bounced because In a class ten years old they were
I couldn't make a run. Never made ing all the regular verbs and the common parts of speech in the same way,
one the whole season."
You ar analyzing, constructing and giving the
"You. may go, prisoner.
not the guilty wretch I thought you!" rules In French.
At eleven years they, were using the
verbs, memorizing French
irregular
Settling a Bore..
in
poems,
writing compositions
Two friends had settled down to
and all the conversation of
French,
ol
their coffee, cigarette and game
the classroom was in French. From
chess in a tea shop, when a third, this
they pass to the, higher French litdiscordant third, Joined them. H erature,
thinking and talking wholly
was unwelcome, obviously so; but
in French. A similar course is purthat did not prevent him "chipping sued in
English.
in" every moment with advice to the
siin
him
endured
players. They
lence, till at last glint of a shilling
Now He Writes Legibly.
beside the board caught his eye.
musician who writes
A
"Halloa!" he said. "I didn't ex- a
hand once sent an
illegible
very
pect to find you chaps playing foi unusually hopeless scrawl to a friend.
filthy lucre."
The latter studied it a minute,' gave
"Indeed," said one of 'j the players. it up .in despair, and then sat down
"But it isn't the filthy lucre' we and wrote in reply, "I shall be most
object to; it's the filthy looker-on.- "
to dine 'with you tomorrow at
Then the game proceeded In si happy
to your wife.
six. Kind regards
lence.
Yours, etc." In less than half an
hour his friend appeared, breathless,
Hadn't Reached That.
at his door. "There's some misunderi
The childish dislike to seem Ignof standing," said he, anxiously. "I wrote
ant of anything mentioned by adultt you a note asking if you could play
is responsible for many an amusini the piano part of the trio at Brown's
but not child recital, and here you've sent me an
mistake. A
for example, not acceptance of a dinner Invitation;
knowing "grown-up,I'm sorry, but I didn't invite you ta
long since tried with earnest kindnes
to "make conversation" with a bright dinner!" "Well," returned the dther
little youngster not long since started blandly, "I didn't suppose you'd really
sent me an invitation to dinner. But
to school.
"So you go to real school, nowadays I couldn't read a word of your note,
and not to the kindergarten," he re and in that case hereafter I mean almarked, with ponderous, sympathy ways to take it for granted that you're
"And how do you like the currlculun asking me to dine." For one of his
ce respondents, at least, the offender
there presented?"
now writes legibly.
"I haven't got to It yet," answered
the child brightly, "hut I like all tint
Remedy at Hand.
other studies Terjr well."
She George, dear, here's a scientist who says the earth is wabbling on
Horologleal Psychosis.
its axis. What do you suppose they
6t
is
watch
mentally
"Father, my
can do about it?
l
ranged."
George (absently) Open
up the
"Why, my son, a watch caat lx muffler, reverse the lever, shut of!
deranged!"
mentally
the power, lubricate the bearings and
"Mine is. The jeweler told me to
tighten the wheel cap.
JuiUi
balance."
day It had Inst its
g

Many a house has

Columbus at Indianapolis.
Milwaukee at St. Paul.

Western League
Topeka at Lincoln.
Omaha at Des Moines.
Sioux City at St. Joseph.
YESTERDAY'S

f
i

National League
No games scheduled.

'

American League
Philadelphia, 9; St. Louis, 1.
Washington, 2; Chicago, 1.
Cleveland, 4; New York, 0.
Eoston, 4; Detroit, 0.
Western League
Denver,
Wichita,
Sioux City, 4; St. Joseph,
Des Moines,
Omaha,
Topeka, 13; Lincoln, 6.

child-lovin-

"

--

I

themselves."
Let u wire your house for
electric light and give you the
best burglar insurance obtain
able at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cost.

(7

Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

1.

American Association
Milwaukee, 6; St. Paul, 0.
Columbus,
Indianapolis,
Toledo,
Louisville,
Kansas City,
Minneapolis,

.'

6--

2--

NEW HOSPITAL

4--

Coast League
Oakland, ; San Francisco,
Los Angeles,
Portland,
Sacramento,
Venice,
2--

ILLUSTRATED

51
49

.

Boston,

Cincinnati St, Louis

4S

61
64
73

43

V5

,

FUND

COURSE

LECTURE

8--

1--

C.

W. G. WARD, Aug. 25
PASSION PLAY

'

Brooklyn.

BUILDING

8--

1--

The Western teams of the American league split even in games won
and lost during their last tour of the
east.
"Rabbit" Maranville, the speedy lit
tle shortstop- - of the Boston Bravei,
dropped his first fly of the season on
August 14.
No more golf player for Manager
McGraw of the Giants. John claims
that Fred Merkle's golfing caused his
slump in batting.
"Giant Killer" Coveleskie, the former Philly pitcher now in the Southern league, is to get another chance
in the big show, this time with the
Detroit Tigers.
Third Baseman George Moriarlty
has been putting up the real article
for Hugh Jennings' Tigers of late.
The ballad writer is sure some speeder on the base paths.
t
Outfielder George Whiteman, of the
Houston Tezas league team, who had
a trial with the Red Sox 6ome six
years ago, has been signed by the New
York Yankees.
beauty
Fritz Maisel, the $12,000
bought by the New York Americans
from the Baltimore club, is a "wee-un- "
of the same type as "Rabbit"
Maranville and "KM" Elberfeld.
August has been a great month for
the minor league pitchers. Pitcher
Hearne, of the Toronto team, pitched
20 Innings to a 0 to 0 tie against
Jersey City. Hedgepeth, of the Petersteam in the Virginia league,
burgshut out Richmond in both games of
a double header, shut out the leading
New Haven team in both games ol a
double header.

"5

4--

.455
.434
.396
.364

,

well-know- n

lu

J

Houses provided with
electric light. protect

9--

tween Young Gallegos, otherwise
styled "Battler," of this place and
Kid "K. O." Rubio, an erstwhile sparring partner of Stanley Yoakum, the
Las Vegan, quit at the end of the
Southern League
fourth.
Memphis, 4; Mobile, 1.
Rubio had sustained considerable
New Orleans, 7; Montgomery, 4.
punishment and following a severe
Nashville, 3; Chattanooga, 2.
rush by Gallegos, ending in a clinch,
declined to continue the mill. Gallegos had been punishing him severeSTANDING
J3FJHE CLUBS
ly and his decision to quit brought
little blame.
National League
A preliminary between Young Mora
Club
won Lost Pet
and Kid Romo was called a draw.
80
New York
35
.696
A fair crowd witnessed the mill.
65
44
.696
Philadelphia
C2
53
.539
Pittsburgh
62
55
.530
Chicago .
BASEBALL NOTES

J

V

BASEBALL

been burglarized during.
the. brief time the po"
liceman was at the
other end .of his beat.

American League '
Club
Won Lost Pet.
78
39
.6G7
Philadelphia
70
49
.588
Cleveland
66
50
.569
Washington
64
58
.525
Chicago
. 57 58 .496
Boston
. 51 70 .421
Detroit
48
76
St. Louis ..
.387
74
40
.351
New York

8

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept.
HUMOR. 5vnd PATHOS of TRAVEL

Col. RE. TWITCHELL, Sept.

22

SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND
1.50

SEASON TICKETS
SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

out

CHILDREN UNDER VI YEARS

33c

Western League
Won Lost

Club

Denver
Des Moines
Lincoln
St Joseph
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

rr,

Pet.

81

44

71.

!4

.648
.568

6fi

C.'!.

.524

61
62
56
55
47

61

515,

65

.488

67
74

.455
.437
.37i

.

V)

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

WITH

THE

BOXERS.

AND RETAIL
s

r

,
A clash between Young Brown and
Joe Jackson seems to" be the one Reulbach. The former Cub pitcher
Young Shugrue will be staged at Rock-awaAmerican leaguer who Is able to nick has been flinging some excellent ball
Beach on September 2.
"Knockout" Sweeney and Eddie For- Walter Johnson for the safe ones. On for the St. Louis Cardinals.
y

grt at
Evidently Manager Clarke, of the
Washington piteher for an average of Pirates, doesn't think much of tha
,456.
work; of Walter Rehg. Otnerwiaa he
Pitcher Alexander, of the Phillies, would have recalled the St, raal cut
is living up to his name of "Alexan fielder Instead of allowing; l
1UZ
der the Great" this season. Ha has Sox to buy him.
been giving Christy
Mathewson a
good run for the National league
'
'
pitching honors.
It 13 reported Mrs. rair!
A change 'jf scenery appears ' to bell Is to make another Aiuerioaa
have been the right recipe for Ed tour.

rest have been signed for a bout in the Cleveland lot Joe has hit the
Syracuse on Labor Day.
Before Phil Cross can get a main
bout in Vernon, Calif., he will be res
in
quired to box in three
that city.
The French sports didn't fall for
Jack Johnson's "bunk" in regards to
his making Paris his future home. Apparently it matters little to them
where the "Big Smudge" resides.
semi-final-
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t!."D JOKE

HARD

Detective Burn
male

TO FORGIVE

Aroued

Feliow-Paisenger-

Ire of

PICKED THE WRONG NIGHTIE
Walter"! Scheme to Save "Tlpe" Wai
a Good One, but It Failed to
Work Out.

Fe-

and Alto

Their Curiosity.
Detective1 W. J. Burns was blessed
by the pope the other day. Half a
ladles reading that
dozen
statement earnestly hoped that the
blessing Is a defective and Insincere
one, because Burns played a Joke on
them that they can never forgive.
They were fellow passengers with
!him on the Mauretania.
"Please, Mr. Burns," they said to
well-to-d- o

him, pleadingly and working their
eyes, "please make us a speech in the
abin this evening. Tell us about the
wonderful detectaphone."
So Burns did. All the cabin passengers were there. He explained to
them that the detectaphone could be
iidden almost anywhere.
"In order to make my IKtle talk a
convincing one," said he, "I had
hidden in every cabin
tefore I came on board the boat
"
Last night I listened for hours
said
"Oh!"
many ladies, springing
to their feet
Then they remembered themselves,
land pretended they were just fl?ing
their skirts and sat down again, and
from time to time pinched their
Icheeks to restore their color. Then
IBurns said It was all a joke. The
(various ladies laughed hollowly, like
(the breaking of plates. When Burns
'concluded they came to him, one at a
'time, and eyed him sadly, and stood
lln pensive poses.
"Did you really?" they asked him.
He assured them that he had morally been spoofing. They all said they
were so glad to hear that They said
ihe didn't seem at all that sort of a
iman. Then they said:
"
"Dear Mr. Burns
Mr. Burns iirclined an ear.
"What did that hussy in yellow
italic about last night?"

A waiter in a certain cafe has for
sworn nightshirts for pajamas, and
thereby bangs a tale.
This waiter, Hans by name, was for
a long while accustomed to come home
at night with his pockets full of silver, his "tips" for the day, and his
wife, when he had fallen asleep, would
Hans, of
raid the silver supply.
course, was quite aware of this unkind
proceeding on his 'wife's part, but
he said nothing as he racked his Teu
tonic brains for a scheme that would
put an end to this sort of thing.
One night he waited until his spouse
had sunk in slumber. Then he got up,
took all the silver from his pockets,
crept silently back to bed and tied all
the money in a corner of his nightshirt. He congratulated himself on
his cleverness, figuring that he had
devised a means to stop the raids.
His surprise the next morning may,
therefore, be imagined, when his wife
addressed him thus:
"Thank you so much, Hans, for the

present"

"What present?"
"Why, all that money tied in my
nightie." New York World.
TAKES

MEMORY

A

HOLIDAY

It Goes on Vacation and
Its Peculiarities Then Are

Overworked,

Many

crd

Varied.

SALE OF BONDS

Eugenio Romero, Treasurer and
Collector of the County of
San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
give notice that I will receive at my
office in Las Vegas, New Mexico, up
to two o'clock in the afternoon of
the 9th day of October, A. D. 1913,
bids for bonds of School District No.
in the County of
10, Los Alamos,
San Miguel and the State of New
Mexico, in the amount of Five Thousand ($5,000) Dollars, the said bonds
being in denominations of One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars, due not less
than twenty, nor more than thirty,
years after date, and redeemable at
the pleasure of the said district at
any time after ten years, bearing in
terest at six per cent, payable semiannually at First National Bank in
Las Vegas, County of San Miguel, New
I,

Mexico.

Further notice is given that the directors of the said School District No
10, Lob Alamos, duly submitted to the
voters of their district, at a meeting
called for that purpose, the question
of issuing negotiable bonds of the district for the purpose of erecting a
school house in the said district, giving legal notice of such meeting and
of the amount proposed to be raised
by the sale of the said bonds, which
question was duty voted upon by the
qualified electors of the said district,
and that a majority of all the votes
cast upon that question was in favor
of the issue of the said bonds. That
the said Board of Directors did thereupon issue the said bonds hereinabove
described which said bonds were' given in the namo of the said school
district Issuing them and were signed
by the president of the Board of Directors and approved by the county
superintendent and delivered to me,
collector of
the treasurer and
the county of San Miguel, New Mexico, to be advertised for sale to the
highest bidder and that the sale of
the said bonds will lie made to the
highest bidder according to law, but
that none of the bonds herein advertised will be sold for less than ninety
cents on the dollar.

AUGUST

25, 1913.
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GROCfcRS

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday
In
each month. Visltini
brothers cordially
Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. S .'an Petten, Secretary.

column

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening each
month at W.' O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
of B. B. Meets every first Tues.

I. O.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY.

NO. 2,
day of the month in the vestry rooms
TEMPLAR Reg-5.- .' Df Temple Montefiore at
o'clock V.
ilar conclave nc l Tuee-da- y m. Visiting brothers are cordially inin each month at Ma- vited. Isaac
Appel, President; Charles
sonic Temple at 7:3 p. m. G. H.
Greenclay, Secretary.
Klnkel, H. C; Chas. Tamme,

KNIGHTS

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS

LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl WertB,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.
1.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- rL

vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
'
Temple at '7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P:; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Meets first and third Fridays Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
, S.
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Main 329.
,
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
members are especially welcome and
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
cordially invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at

o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Baily, Treasurer.

LOCAL TIME CARD

8

East Bcund
Arrive

Depart
second and No; 2.. . . 9:10 p. m.... 9: IK p. m.
11:05 p. m.
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4., . .11:05 p. m
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No . 8. .. 2:05 a. m..,..2:10 a. m.
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No. It). ,. 1:45 p. m.... 2:10 p. m.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
West Bound
Arrive
Depart
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
No.
1.. 1:20 p. m.. 1:45 p. in.
Secretary.
B.

P. O. ELKS

Meets

No.

3.

.

OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No.
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No.
MODERN five room residence for sale ' urth Thursday in' O. R. C. hall.
or trade. Bargain. Must be sold Pioneer building. Visiting members
this week.. See owner 1011 Elev- are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
enth St..
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

7.

.

for Sale

FOR SALE Small tent, field glass,
sme tools, fencing foils, Marble
safety ax. 821 Eighth Street.

8:10 a. m..
4:20 p. m..
6:35 p. m.

9..

6:15 a. m.
4:30 p. m.
7:00 p. m.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER

George

A.

& HUNKER

Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.

Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in Las Vegas,
W.; O. W. hall, Sixth street, .on the

New Mexico

DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
SALK Four room house and month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
sun room, two lots, well, city Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maDentist
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanDental work of any description at
244, East Las Vegas.
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
moderate prices
908 Jackspn avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR SALE Horse, good size, no Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth" street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
pony, tough, 9 years old; used to East Las Vegas, N. M.
35 mile trips, single or
double;
worth $100. What offer? 803 Jackson avenue.
FOR

CRYSTAL iOE

FOR SALE Bargain;
house,
ell stable and fruit orchard;
city
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
......25c
per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
..40c
deli
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each
very
.50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

For Rent

-

FOR RENT Rooms for light housekeeping 721 Fourth street.

FOR RENT Two room
house. 921 Lincoln.

-

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

furnished

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phono Mair 227

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

RETAIL PRICES

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. ra. to 3:30 p. m.

AUTOMOBILE,

be., Each Delivery
Less thaw 50 lbs., Each Delivery

50 lbs., to 200

I

OFFICE

Market Finders

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

eearch out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BY the particular thlmg it worth moat
ClMSifled

8 PILLS
fiHf CHESTER
TUB
IHAJIOHW HKANH.

(

for

A
A

llamondlirandjr
l'llls in Kea una wolil metaillcXWX
boxfts. sealed with Blue Ribbon. V'
'

r

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

AHO

our uniKvlH

-

lb.

100

30c per 100 lb
40c per 100 lb.
50c per 100 Ibt

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities oi Whieh Have Made Las Vega Famous.

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

....25c per

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

j

CARRIAGE

20c per 100 lb

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each. Delivery

BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas
sage. Only latest, methods are em
ployed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p
m. No work done on Saturdays exPrice 50c
cept by appointment.
Appointments made for work at ladies'
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1.00

!

'

AND CAFF

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE
A.

s

rorYUU!..

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

dred ($100.00) Dollars, due not less
than twenty, nor more than thirty,
years after date, and redeemable at
the pleasure of the said district at RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
any time after ten years, bearing in
terest at 6 per cent, payable semiannually at First- - National Bank in Five cents per line each Insertion.
Las Vegas, County of San Miguel, Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
New Mexico.
,
All
advertisements
Further notice is given that the lines
charged
Directors of the said School District will be booked at space actually set
No. 97, West Pecos, duly submitted without regard to number of words.
to the voters of their district,, at a Cash In advlnce preferred.
meeting called for that purpose, the
question of issuing negotiable bonds
of the district for the purpose of
erecting a school house in the said
district, giving legal notice of such
meeting and of the amount proposed
to be raised by the sale of the said
bonds, which question was duly voted
upon by the qualified electors of the
said district, and that a majority of
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN S.
all the votes cast upon that question
was in favor of tho issue of the said
That the said Board of Dibonds.
rectors did thereupon issue the said
bonds hereinabove described which WANTED Good cook.
1027
Apply
said bonds were given in the name
Eighth street. Phone Main 216.
of the said school district issuing
them and were signed by the Presi- WANTED
Young man familiar with
dent of the Board of-- Directors and
and bookkeeping. Apstenography
approved by the County Superintendply in own handwriting to Box 538
ent and delivered to me, the treasurer
Optic.
collector of the County
and
adto
be
New
Mexico,
of San Miguel,
WANTED Girl at Harvey's ranch.
vertised for sale to the highest bidder
bonds
ot
said
the
and that the sale
WANTED Experienced dining room
will be made to the highest bidder
help. Plaza hotel.
of
according to law, hut that none
be
will
advertised
herein
the bonds
WANTED Good
girl for . general
sold for less than ninety cents on the
Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520
housework.
EUGENIO
ROMERO,
dollar.
Washington.
Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel

e

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

-

io:
;t tired of being
y
Does the
taxed bo heavily, cm! when it sees that
no consideration is iiaid it and m allowance made for its fatigue does 1.
pull its own machinery
throttle and retire to some nice spot
of recuperative calm? Is this what
happened recently when S. Frank
Holiey, an active business man, was
for an entire month in New York,
jGOOD JOKE ON BILL DAHLEN lost
coming to his real self In an uptown
house from where he phoned
lUmpire Hurst Took Abuse Calmly rooming
his mourning relatives that he was on
When Ho Knew Player Wanted to
the way home?
Be Put Out of Game.
During that month of absence Hoi-le- y
ate, drank, slept, walked and talkBill Dahlen, manager of the Dodgers,
He may have made an engage(recalls the time Tim Hurst would not ed.
oi ment with a temporary memory servout
the
of
him
game,
regardless
jut
ant In fact he must have done so,
what he said or thratened to Bay.
because he had to remember where he
to
confided
Before th game Bill
retflurst that ne was desirous of being lived during this stage and also
EUGENIO ROMERO,
the various necessities of contincall
he
so
that
the
from
game
ejected
County.
But Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel
routine.
to
incidental
daily
Beach
uity
to
the
down
Brighton
might go
remainwas
who
of
he
the
knowledge
race track and place a bet on a "good
County.
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
ed for a month a big, dead blank.
thing."
noticed
met
strange
he
Folks
nothing
bladder trouble are so plain that
and
names
mild
few
a
"I'll call you
SALE OF BONDS
no one can mistake them. Backache,
about him. But there he was, a walkyou'll know I won't mean them and
and
Treasurer
I, Eugenio Romero,
weak and lame back with soreness oving automaton so far as his identity
you can put me out of the game.
Collector of the County of er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumatand his business affairs were
Hill told Tim.
disturbed
San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby ism, dull headache, and
Dahlen started applying the appellaa trouble
give notice that I will receive at my sleep, are all Indications of
tions early. Hurst turned a deaf ear
Pills will relieve
office in Las Vegas, New Mexcio, up that Foley. Kidney
Custom of the Country.
to them in the first inning. In the
and permanently.
Try them.
The gossiping grocer could not to two o'clock in the afternoon of quickly
Bscond ho was just as immune from
O. O. Schaefer antl Red Cross Druf;
was
whom
the
Dahlen
first
inquisi- the 9th
Dahlen'a calling down.
make out at
day of October, A. D. 1913, bids Store. Adv
becoming angry, and started to call tive customer was talking about for bonds of School District No. 21,
Hurst harsh names. Finally Dahlen Finally he recognized some note of
Pecos, in the County of San Miguel
blurted out a phrase to Hurst that identification.
the State of New Mexico, in the
and
fine
mean
those
cost
a
him
would have
"Oh," said he, "you
heavy
under ordinary circumstances. The country people on the fourth floor at amount of Twenty-fivHundred
players who were within hearing were No. 120?"
($2500.00)
Dollars, the said bonds beastounded when Hurst would not "call"
"I didn't know they were country
ing In denominations of One Hundred
Dahlen.
people," said the customer.
($100.00) Dollars, due not less than
"Get back there and play," roared
"Well, they are," was the positive
Hurst to Dahlen. "I wouldn't put you reply. "The way they buy their gro- twenty nor more than thirty years after date and redeemable at the pleasf i ,r j
out of the game if you called me an ceries shows that
A;..'
X. P. A."
"They never say 'Give me a pound ure of the said district at any time
Dahlen was not a bit consoled when of this,' or 'two pounds of that,' or after ten years, bearing interest at
Ihe learned that his "good thing" can 'a quart of something else.' They al six
at
per cent, payable
..v x.
tered home a winner at the comfort- ways say, 1 want a quarter's worth of First National bank in Las Vegas,
or
able odds of 20 to 1.
something,' or a dollars worth,
San
New
of
Mexico.
Miguel,
County
whatever is the amount of money
Further notice is given that the diQ IN 2A
Camels Are Not Even In It
they wish to spend.
"Nine-tenthfresh.
the
rectors
of
of the said School District No.
people
Whether sheep are any relation to
camels the bureau of forestry does not from the country market in that way. 21, Pecos, duly submitted to the voters
attempt to determine, but it has dis- It takes a city experience of a year or of their district, at a meeting called
covered that sheep can go four and a more to break the habit"
for that purpose, the question of ishalf months without water, except for
negotiable bonds of the district
suing
such moisture as they can get from
Misunderstood.
for the purpose of erecting a school
the dew and the juices of forage
Two young women went to the
plants.
matinee. They could not get seats house in the said district, giving legal
This elegant
The constantly increasing demand together, but were told at the box notice of such meeting and of the
forced
has
to
end
amount
be
an
raised by the
'lor grazing ground
forestry office that each could have
-proposed
Silver
officers to find places for as much seat, center aisle, in adjoining rows, sale of the said bonds, which question
etock as can safely be admitted to the and most likely somebody who came was
duly voted upon by the qualified
A
use
forests. Therefore, they have tried, alone and had a chair next to one ot
the said district, and that
electors
of
the
seats.
with
success,
grazing them would obligingly exchange
apparently
of sheep on ranges entirely destitute Near the close of the first act one a majority of all the votes cast upon
EMPRESS
of water. The grazing Eeason lapts of the young women timidly whis that question was in favor of the issue
from. June 15 to October 331, and dur- pered to a heavy, middle-ageman at of the said bonds. That the said
FLOUR
I
her side, who had been sitting stiffly Board of Directors did thereupon Issue
ing this period of four and a
months the animals on these ranges and looking straight ahead:
the said bonds hereinabove discribed
do not get drinking water.
"Are you alone, sir?"
It 's giving you
which said bonds were given in the
to
such
his
face
Under
The man buried one side of
conditions, according
issuschool
name
said
district
of
the
a
the forestry bureau, the sheep have tn his program and breathed:
present for do'.done extremely well, and last year's
ing them and were signed by the
"Sh! Wife." Everybody's
ing something
lambs from the Nebo national forest,
president of the Board of Directors and
the
at
an
had
average weight
;TJtah,
you ! do any
approved by the County Superintendiclose of the season of 68 pounds, whic h
to
treasurer
Had a Very Weighty Reason.
ent and delivered
me, the
way when you
12.2
Ss declared to be rather above the nor-jmcollector of the County
Binks, proprietor of Binks' Freaks, and
3
I
earn how Much
ifei?
I
weight
a tideshow appurtenance to a 'three-rin- g of San Miguel, New Mexico, to be adhis
Better EMPRESS
circus, while getting together
Two Klnde of Macaroni.
vertised for sale to the highest bidder Hoc
Th new cook was helping her mis talent for the opening of the road and that the sale of the said bonds
FLOUR really is. &
saying
press to prepare dinner. All went well season, received a telegram
Ho
ac
bidder
to
the
will
be
made
highest
his
that
Made by GERButerctip Tubbs,
until the macaroni was brought out
died.
cording to law, but that none of the
rThe cook looked with surprise as s!w; fat woman, had just
MAN PROCESS
An hour or so later he met on the bonds herein advertised will be sold
'beheld the long white 6ticks. Bir
whom he had for less than
an
street
oa a.
on
the
acquaintance
cents
ninety
hvhen they Were carefully placed a
ONE COUPON FROM"
not seen for months,
dollar. (water she gave a choking gasp.
FLOUR AND
EMPRESS
"Why, hello, Binks," the acquaint"Did you say, missus," she said h,
EUGENIO ROMERO.
STAMPS
FIVE
to
see
but
"Glad
ance
said.
you
tan awed voice, "that you were guile
San Miguel
BRINGS YOU THE
not looking Treasurer and Collector,
the
what's
matter,
you're
'
tio eat that?"
fit. Had trouble?"
SPOON
IT 'S
County.
"Yes, Jane," was the reply; "tints.
"I've
Binka
"Yes,"
shortly,
replied
WM.
titnuint
But you
(Is what I intended to do.
suffered a heavy loss."
KUbtKS &
A
fcoem surprised. Have you never seei: just
NOTICE.
SONS' A A
tmsicaroni cooked before?"
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
Not
Hurt
STANDARD
Socially.
"I
the
answered
cook,
"No, ma'am,"
"I wouldn't associate with him. I club has leased the La Jara and Tip
t: in't
S ILVER
The last place I was at they
he's served a term in pris- lakes, which are the two northernalways used them things to light tiie understand
on."
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
with."
fas
"That's true, but it was for an of- of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
FRENCH-GREY
fense Involving a million dollars or
Metba's Australian Home.
will be allowed wo hunt or
(STERperson
'
Mme. Melba has built for herself a moref nothing really disgraceful, you
fish upon this property except memLING) FINISH
siir'ligfaiful retreat at Ll'ydale, one ot know."
bers of the club, and all persons goihe most picturesque localities near
lu-native Melbourne. She has hinted
ing there must be prepared to show
EMPRESS
New Standard.
a membership card In this organiza
more than once that she would soon
the:
in
Interested
Knlcker
she
Is
can be ob- tion. Otherwise they will be arrest;make it her permanent abode. She is tariff bill?
in
the
consent
interested
.keenly
from
Bocker Ye'; she fays she won't ed for trespassing.
g tained in this city
Xorium of the University of Mclbour,.
a man who doesn't pay an inTHE LA JARA HUNTING
marry
"tand has lectured to its st.itder.ln.
come tax. New
Sun.
ALL
AND FISHING CLUB.
d'-x-

me

SALE OF BONDS
I, Eugenio Romero, Treasurer and
Collector of the County of
San Miguel, New Mexico, do hereby
give notice that I will receive at my
office in Las Vegas, New Mexico, up
to 2 o'clock in the afternooti of the
9th day of October, A. D- 1913, bids
for bonds of School Disjtrict No. 97,
West Pecos, in the County of San
Miguel and the State of New Mexico,
in the amount of Fifteen Hundred
($1,500.00) Dollars, the said bonds
being in denominations of One hun-

Take no other. Hiu of vop v
SI
lriieiHf. AsW for ,lli.rirKH-TF.1JA UONrt J1R4M PILLS, for Sft

years known as Best, Z fest. Always Reliably
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

iA.

That property rou want to eU U WORTH MOST to eosee
hear
who reads the ads. tn Uila newspaper and would mew
your property unlese It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er adi. in this aewipaper waat tarn
used
of
and musical u
aselulnees
of
any
sort,
article
and furniture,
truments.
.
,

are anxious to pay ,&. lor) books, automobile,

acaly

(

John Glasworthy's serial in Scrib-ner'- s
Magazine, "The Dark Flower,"
reaches in the September number the
third episode in the love life of a man,
entitled "Antumn."

Aa the classified ads. are read by all poeslMa bayr.a, of U
albla aorta of thiags, they aate come to be Anders of the best
keta.
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LOCAL NEWS

j:

MONDAY,

Wednesday afternoon and evening
Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F. and A
M ., Will
..... TiaM

'

AUGUST

5.

'city

mm

idea is

jjiubl cnjujw'o t. meting. The session will start
FAVOIfABLY VIEWED
and continue until 6 o'clock
'wneu
C:23
automobile
at
Light
lamps
lunch will be served.
regulap
o'clock this evening.
business session will folio
OY MANY FARMERS
the ,
cheon. Three Master Ma ona
degrees
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon are to oe conferred on
tnis day
Adv.
at the Opera Bar.
MAYOR R. J, TAUPERT'S PLAN SE
FROM
CURING ENDORSEMENT
There will be a regular meeting of
PEO
NUMEROUS
TAOS COUNTY MAN
the local lodge of Elks tomorrow
PLE WHO SELL HERE.
night. All members are requested to
be present.
The city market plan of Mayor R.
AS liE
a
a,

r.irT:o hln.

a(o'

313
I

i

Make

I

PICALILLI

CHOW CHOV

Green Tomato

The Fraternal

Cauliflower

Celery

Cucumbers
Chile

"

Mango Peppers

Peppers

STEARNS' STORE

Brotb.erb.ood

will

attendance is expected.

.

M.ELQUIADES
RAEL SHOT,
HIS
FAMILY DECLARE BY JUAN DE
The Modern Woodmen of America
DiOS ROYBAL, WHO IS SAID TO
will hold their regular monthly busiHAVE FLED TO COLORADO.

ness meeting tonight All members
are requested to be present.

Andress Pollack, a resident of Miu
eral Hill, has applied for bounty on
one wild cat, one lobo wolf, and one
mountain lion killed near his ranch.

on the
Passion Play tonight the vocal solos
by 'Mrs. F. L. Reiman and Mr. George
A. Smith will be stellar attractions.
In addition to the lecture

I

BAIN

The lecture at the opera house tonight will start promptly at 8:30
o'clock and will be ended before 9:30
according to a statement from the
management.

A

As the entire entertainment

.
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j

iff

.
11

V

W
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necessary
to reach the city.

T

Gross,

Kelly .& Co.
Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynolds, President:
G. D.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Vice
President.
Raynolds,
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

FiKST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital,

$100. oon

N"

(Special Correspondence of Optic)
Taos, N. M., Aug. 25. Melquadies
Rael, assessor of Taos county, and one
of the best known republican politicians of northern New 'Mexico, was
shot and instantly killed this morning,
while he lay asleep in his home here.
Members of Raels' family,
aroused
that the
by the shooting, declare
murder was comitted by Juan de Dios
Roybal, a former partner of Roel's in
the ownership of a saloon. Roybal is
said to have mounted a horse immediately after the shooting and fled into Colorado, crossing the state line
at Costilla about daylight, ahead of
a posse in pursuit of him, led by Sher
iff Sinecio Cisneros.
The motive for the killing is said to
have been a drudge, growing out of a
quarrel between Rael and Roybal, re
sulting in their dissolving partnership
some time ago. Since then, it is alleged, Roybal had charged Rael with
defrauding him out of some money
and it is said had made therats against

tonight,
including the musical numbers will
will last only one hour, it is hoped
tli:it all will.be seated by 8:30 o'clock.
The lecture will bcln promptly at the assessor.
of the
is accused
Roybal, who
that hour.
shooting, is a man CO years old and
Last night at about 11 o'clock near the father of a large family. His home
the Hot Springs a buggy which was is at Elizabethtown. Roel also is survived by a family!
being driven by Vincent Montoya was
The shooting caused intense excitesmashed as a result cf a collision with
a tree on the scenic routp. It was ment in the community when it he,
to call a local taxi lor.him roine generally known.

-

....

LIES IN BED

hold a meeting tonight. Several Initiations are scheduled and a large

Finch'B Golden Wedding Rye, ged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lbby, of course.
Adv.

THE OLD RELIABLE

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Backing.

Interest Pa M on Time Deposits

The purpose for which the local
lyceum course is being given appeals
very strongly to Las Vegas and the
appeal is strengthened by the excellence of the course offered. Tonight's
program is eliciting much advance interest and a big house is a certainty.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, accompanied by his two sons, Archie and
Quentin, passed through. Las Vegas
Saturday on the limited on their way
to New York from the Grand Canyon,
the petrified forest and the painted'
desert. Mr. Roosevelt has been in
the west for the past six weeks and
has visited a number of interesting
places.

J. Taupert is securing endorsement
in a number of quarters. Farmers
generally, it is said, are in favor qt
having some one recognized place
here where they can come to sell their
produce, thus avoiding the troublesome and
plan of going
about through the streets hawking
their wares to the housewives.
One of the letters which the mayor
has received is as follows:
Mineral Hill, N. M., Aug. 21, 1913
R. J. Taupert,
East Las Vegas,
My Dear Mr. Taupert:
You and I may not agree about prize
fights but we certainly do agree about
a market. Baltimore and New Or
leans have fine city markets and
know from personal experiences that
the cost of living in these two cities
is quite a bit lower on account of
these fine markets. These markets
are the result of years of labor and
care and such markets cannot be de
veloped at once or in a few years.
You must not expect too much of
the market at once. People are In
the habit of telephoning to the grocer
and having things sent to the house
and it will take some time to break
the majority of women, who are howl
Ing about the high cost of living, of
this "habit. However, the sooner you
start a market the sooner it will be
developed and I am heartily in favor
of startirlg one at once.
I will do what I can to make it a
sucess and, with the exception of two
or three people here who have regular
and produce
ly established butter
routes, every one else in this com
munlty will do the same. Hoping that
you will be able to start one at once
I remain,
Very truly yours,
time-wastin- g

EXHIBIT AT CLUB SOON
WILLIAM E. ROBERTS.
Secretary W. H Stark of the Commercial club this morning announced
that the planned exhibit will be
f
MONTOYA RELEASED
placed in the Commercial club rooms
this year and that the club is now
Enrique Montoya, who was arrested
ready to receive all samples that are
Saturday
morning as being an accom- to be placed ia ft. Fruit, grain, vegAlberto
of
Chavez, in the com
etables and minerals are among the piice
mission of the four robberies here
articles that will be exhibited in the
last week, was late that afternoon re
club. It has been requested that all
on recommendation of District
leased
agriculturists and others make arC. W. G. Ward on account
Attorney
rangements to have their products in
of Insufficient evidence to convict
club.
at
All
the
fruit and veg
early
etables will be placed in alcohol. him. Montoya, according to ofiavez,

OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

RICHELIEU CANNED GOODS
The Best That Money Can Buy

THE GRAAF & "HAY WARD
CO. STORE

IS AFFOR.OED

IN A

Slurgis Luxury Soggy

The only
halving the famous

'

Go-Car-

t

Luxury Bsvck
The Sturgis

is the Lightest and yet

the

in the World,

Go-Ca- rt

u

BE SURE AND SEE OUR. COMPLETE LINE

J.

C. JOHNSEN

SON

BUY AM AUTO tfEltVZRY WADOH
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expcnso

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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Grain and minerals will be placed in
cases. An exhibit is an essential part
of any commercial club and the in
stallation of one in the local organizations means another valuable advertising feature for the club. It is
Three cases were disposed of this hoped that samples for the exhibit
morning at the city court. T. F. Ma- will be brought to the club as soon
ker and J. J. McGuire, two gentlemen as possible.
of the road, were brought before Judge
D. R. Murray on the charge of vagrancy and were sentenced to serve 60
(IN YOUNG TO
days on the city streets. The sen- INQUEST
tence was suspended with the agreement that the two men leave the city
BE
at once. Juan Romero was also
brought in on the charge of trespassAT EOS ANGELES
ing. He was fined the costs of the
case and released.

helped in all the cases. During the
trial Chavez contradicted himself sev
eral times. The officers are of the
opinion that Chavez, not wishing to
take the punishmet for his crime
alone, decided to bring Montoya into
the case and therefore stated Saturday that this boy assisted him in
each robbery. Arrangements fo the
conveyance of Chavez to the state
penitentiary have not yet been made
but he will probably be taken over the
'
latter part of the week.
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vVhalen, & Fowler Props
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POINTS

TO
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IN COLORADO

JANUARY

BAKERY GOODS
THE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE
We

a. re

head-

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES EVERY DAY

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
SALE Bedstead, spring3 and
dresser; oak, in good1 condition,
cheap. Apply optic office.

f!

MGDF.L,

Telephone or call and we will have our demon
I
iStrator show you

SIMM ER

INITIATIVE IS INVOKED AGAINST
rl
PRIZE FIGHTING BY DEFEATED
A number of temporay changes are
STATE SENATOR WHO OPPOSED
to be made at the Castaneda hotel
IT IN LEGISLATURE.
takG.
U.
Irwin
has
today. Manager
en a vacation and will leave for Chi(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
cago 'toniorrowi. He will be relieved
Los Angeles, Aug. 25. State SenaD.
L.
cashier
Cole,
by
here,.
formerly
John Rumohr has also taken a vaca tor William E. Brown, author of the
e
fight bill aefeafed by the
tion and will be relieved by a man
last
legislature, announced today that
from Albuquerque
Mr. Rumohr has
initiative petitions would be put in
gone to Colorado Springs. H. S. Hens- circulation at once for the enactment
the
months
night
ley, for
past few
of a law prohibiting prize fighting, in
clerk, has resigned and left for ChicaCalifornia, those opposed to the sport
go last night where he will take a po
sition with the Savoy hotel.. The having been aroused to action by the
death of last Saturday of in (Bull)
night desk is now being handled by
Young from injuries received in his
fc. K.
Riley of Colorado Springs.
but at Vernon with Jess Willard. The
campaign for such a measure is alin progress among church memready
PIANO TUNING
bers and women's clubs here.
Mr. George Bewley, head outside
Vernon fight promoters stated today
piano tuner and player piano expert
that
all scheduled bouts there had
of the Knight Campbell Music combeen called off and Indicated their inmusic
of
Denver, Col., largest
pany
tention to await the outsome of the
concern, is here for a few days. Peoinitiative
compaign without argument.
ple who appreciate reliable work and
Young's body was prepared today
musical critics will take advantage
for shipment to his home in Glen
of this opportunity to have their In
will be held
strument looked over. Estimates on Rock, Wyo. Tho Inuest
tomorrow.
repair work furnished. Work abso

lutely guaranteed. Phone or address
Adv.
La Pension Hotel.

OVERLAND

Subscribe for The Optic

anti-priz-

AT THE HOME of THE BEST

Mother's Greatest
Convenience

IS

ISPItlED

WE HAVE

Baby's Greatest Comfort

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to Sep-

tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please

call at ticket office.
D. L.

DATCHELOR. Agent
W

FOR

EL PORVENIR
EVERYBODY

EM

The Ideal Mountain Resort

THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Phones Main 20 and Olive

5174

LOST Collie pup, seven months old
812
brown
with white breast.
Seventh street.
Reward'.

C.D.BOUCHER
PHONE MAIN 4 and 24
'5W

tinued through the week. The entry
OKLAHOMA TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Kingfisher, Okla., Aug. 25. The an- list inc.lnrtfis manv nF tho 1oo,iu
. .
.
7,.
nual championship tournament of the tDio ui
Arkansas ana
Oklahoma State Tenni3 association Oklahoma.
opened on the courts of the Kingfisher
Subscribe for The Optic
Tennla club today, and will be con

